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University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
DEPARTMENT OF LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE 214 MUMFORD HAU 1301 WEST GREGORY DRIVE URBANA, IUINOI5 41 801 (217) 333-0176
November 20, 1984
Mr. Bill Kruideneer
City Arbon'st
City of Urbana
Department of Public Works
706 South Glover
Urbana, IL 61801
Dear Mr. Kruideneer:
It is with pleasure that I submit to you and to the Development and
Redevelopment Commission our study of downtown Urbana. As you know,
this was a student project which covered a brief, three-week period.
Nonetheless, despite our time and financial constraints, I think you
will find it raises some fascinating issues and paves the way for future
research, design work and policy changes in this area.
I believe the major value of this study is in documenting that the
current revitalization efforts, while welcome and much-needed improve-
ments, are not enough to draw people back into downtown Urbana. However,
if the revitalization occurs in tandem with some of the other changes we
suggest here, the chances for social success should be greatly increased.
Thank you again for all your assistance with this project. We enjoyed
working with you.
Sincerely,
Kathryn H. Anthony, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor
School of Architecture
Housing Research and Development Program
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ENVIRONMENT-BEHAVIOR STUDY OF DOWNTOWN URBANA
ABSTRACT
This report Is an evaluation of perceptions of and behavior in downtown
Urbana, Illinois. It has been prepared for the City of Urbana Development and
Redevelopment Commission by students and faculty at the University of Illinois'
Department of Landscape Architecture. Its goals are twofold: 1) to evaluate
existing conditions in downtown Urbana, prior to the completion of a major
streetscape revitalization project; and 2) to provide the basis for a future,
post-occupancy evaluation, once the revitalization has been completed.
Methods used to complete this study include a literature review, archival
search, physical traces and documentation, participant observation,
ethnography, behavior observations, cognitive maps, and interviews. Our
findings demonstrate that while the current revitalization efforts are
commendable, they are not enough to draw in substantially greater pedestrian
activity and economic prosperity to downtown. A variety of recommendations
are listed, both for design and policy changes which, in tandem with the
current streetscape Improvements would greatly Increase the chances of
downtown Urbana 's social success.

SUMMARY
%

ENVIRONMENT-BEHAVIOR STUDY OF DOWNTOWN URBANA
SUMMARY
INTRODUCTION
This report Is an evaluation of perceptions of and behavior in downtown
Urbana. It was produced for the City of Urbana Development and Redevelopment
Commission.
The development of suburban shopping centers and the changing econcTiy resulted
in a general decline In "the downtowrTirfea'Tn recent years. Even though the
building of iincolri^quar^MaJlJj^^ business to the City, Us
effect on Main Street was noTTs positive, perhaps, as planners may have
hoped. The recent construction of public facilities. Insurance, law, and large
C banking office complexes have not significantly increased pedestrian use of
downtown. Currently, planners hope that Improvements to parking and street-
scapes will have a positive impact on downtown Urbana.
According to Mr. Bill Kruideneer, City Arborist, the City is especially
interested in establishing gathering spots, creating an attractive environment
for shoppers, and increasing night-time activity in restaurants, bars and
movie theatres.
Students enrolled in a graduate landscape architecture course, at the Univ-
ersity of Illinois, "Design-Behavior Interaction" with Dr. Kathryn H.
Anthony, conducted an environment-behavior study of downtown Urbana during
three weeks In Fall 1984.
PROJECT GOAL
The immediate goal of this study is to evaluate existing conditions in down-
town Urbana, prior to the completion of a major revitalization project. Major
changes taking place in downtown as part of this revitalization Include
improvements to surface treatments (sidewalks, at-grade utilities, tree wells,
curbs and headers, special paving areas, and alleys), lighting (street
lighting, traffic signals, and accent lighting), appurtenances (parking
meters, sitting benches, fire hydrants, trash receptacles, bicycle parking,
landscaping and signage). Construction was already underway when the study
was undertaken. The long range goal of this research is to provide the basis
of a future "post occupancy evaluation", to be conducted when the revitalization
efforts have been completed.
METHODS
Below is a list of the various environment-behavior research techniques used
to complete this study:
A. Literature Review ; covered eight different topics, focusing
on downtown revitalization efforts In small cities and towns
comparable to Urbana.
B-1. Archives I ; analyzed archival information about downtown
Urbana found in the University of Illinois Library and
Urbana Free Library.
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B-2. Archives II : Included infonnatlon collected from visits
to the Urbana Chamber of Commerce, Champaign Chamber of
Commerce, Champaign County Regional Planning Commission,
and offices of Sunnycrest, Lincoln Square, Country Fair,
Pioneer Center and K-Mart Plaza, to find out more about
sources of competition with downtown Urbana.
C. Physical Traces/Documentation ; Included slides of downtown
documenting current changes as well as the condition of
existing buildings, store fronts, sidewalks, street furniture,
competing malls and measurements of streets Indicating key
proportions and dimensions In the area.
D. Participant - Observation ; a sociological technique where
one student "hung out" and casually observed behavior In
downtown Urbana for an entire day (14 hours).
E. Ethnography ; a technique borrowed from anthropology, used
in abbreviated format, entailing a series of three informal
interviews with the Manager of the Elite Diner in downtown
Urbana, to gain a perspective of a regular downtown user.
F. Behavior Observations : were conducted for six hours on a weekday
and six hours on a weekend (12 hours total) at key locations In
downtown Urbana, currently not under construction.
G. Cognitive Maps : examined the mental Images of downtown
Urbana by 40 individuals (20 local residents and 20
University of Illinois landscape architecture students)
who completed their own, free-form maps of the area.
H-1, Interviews (I) : with key representatives from the City
of Urbana:
Mr. Jeff Markland, Mayor of Urbana
Mr. Jim Withers, Vice-President of the Chamber of Commerce
Mr. Bill Kruidener, Arborist for the City of Urbana
Mr. Bruce Walden, Community Development Administrator
Ms. Joyce Linn, member of the Redevelopment Commission
The purpose was to discover their opinions of downtown Urbana's
present and future and to learn what kinds of business they
would like to attract.
H-2. Interviews (II) ; with 10 potential downtown business
owners, currently not in downtown, to discover what it
would take to entice them to "open up shop" In downtown
Urbana. Our sample included representatives from Baskin
Robblns Ice Cream Company, Sears, Bergners and other
establishments.
H-3. Interviews (III ): with 30 current downtown Urbana
business owners, from Main Street, Lincoln Square and
nearby areas to inquire about their present financial
state, their image of downtown and anticipated results
from the revltalization efforts.
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H-4. Intervlews-(IV) ; with 54 local users outside Lincoln
Square and In Champaign's Campustown to learn how these
people viewed downtown Urbana, where they presently shop
for different items and what would encourage them to use
downtown more frequently.
FINDINGS
Here, In a nutshell, are the major findings from each technique.
A. Literature Review ; The information derived from previous studies
fell Into eight categories: the revitallzatlon process, marketing
studies, zoning, historic preservation, basic Improvements, parking
Improvements, pedestrian malls and promotion.
A report on Madisbn, New Jersey, another small college town, revealed
similar problems to those in downtown Urbana, primarily that of
underuse. Solutions to Madison's problems, which have since been
implemented. Included a student discount program, work-study
programs, art fairs and cultural exchanges with the nearby
college, expanding merchandise to appeal to students, displaying
Information about college events and active downtown promotional
programs. Zoning ordinances, too, were revised to encourage more
Interesting window displays, outdoor store displays and basement
commercial areas. Some of these changes might be considered here.
The Old State House Square in Hartford, Connecticut, a spot in
some ways like the Champaign County Courthouse In downtown Urbana,
has been transformed into a large gathering place for public events
and programmed activities, including a farmers' market. A fountain,
movable seating, and a cafe were added and the area has now become
increasingly popular. Similar changes could be made here to take
advantage of and emphasize the architectural merit of our County
Courthouse and to help enhance Urbana 's historic identity.
Planners at Salem, Oregon, improved its downtown by "filling in"
empty lots between buildings with small-scale uses, converting
alleys into shopping v/ays, enhancing local monuments in pedestrian
areas and covering its sidewalks with glass canopies to encourage
pedestrian use even in Inclement weather. Some of these Ideas
might be employed here.
William Whyte's classic book. The Social Life of Small Urban Spaces ,
suggests that in small cities with a pedestrian use of under 1000 per
hour at lunch time (Urbana so qualifies), street beautjfl cation
,—wUljiat_be enough to^draw users^ back into downtown.lpTnsteai^~^e—
^
suqgests concentrating retail uses into a small area, encouraging
a variety of seating options (a minimum of one linear foot for every
30 square feet of open space), food, such amenities as entertainment
or artwork, access to sun and water. If possible, and public plazas
which open up to the street as ways of bringing pedestrians back into
downtown. The Project for Public Spaces, a non-profit firm, which
Whyte organized, has helped Improve downtowns like Urbana In numerous
cities across the United States.!
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B-]. Archives (I) ; Our review of archives about downtown Urbana
demonstrated that the downtown area has had a shaky history.
In the late 1950's and early 1960's, the world reknown firm, Victor
Gruen and Associates, was called In to prepare a study of downtown
Urbana, and produced the plans for Lincoln Mall. The second phase
of Gruen 's proposal was to extend the Mall northward toward Main
Street, but for various reasons over the next 20 years, this
expansion never materialized.
A 39% reduction In downtown Urbana businesses between 1960 and 1979
contributed greatly towards downtown's economic decline. Excluding
those at Lincoln Square, the number of retail establishments dropped
from 72 In 1960 to 40 In 1979.
The construction of Market Place Mall In north Champaign during the
m1d-1970's was a major blow to downtown Urbana.
Since 1979, some new construction occurred. However, for the most
part, these buildings (a correctional center, a bank and office
complex and large parking structure, for example), have not
generated greater pedestrian use of downtown. Some building
remodeling has also taken place.
Champalgn-Urbana remains one of the top tourist attractions in the
State due to the presence of the University of Illinois.
The Downtown Development and Redevelopment Commission has been
actively working since 1974 to resurrect downtown,
B-2. Archives (II) ; A comparison of competing sources, primarily
"strip" developments and other shopping centers In the
Champalgn-Urbana area, demonstrates that downtown Urbana rates
rather poorly. Almost all other areas studied, with the exception
of downtown Champaign, have many more retail, food stores or
restaurant and services. Retail and food especially can help
draw pedestrians to downtown.
C. Physical Traces/Documentation ; This part of the study revealed that
the sense of downtown in Urbana is quite weak.
Proportions are off, i.e. .ITMaln Street Is too wide given the
: of threlatively low height e snrmiindlnj hull ding';- Nonsense o^
(
enclosure is provided.T ==
The Champaign County, Courthouse and the Methodist Church contain
bell towers which serve .^ar^Tandmar^ from a distance. One of the
largest, bulkiest buildings is theChampaign County Bank — both
the building and Its plaza are too large in scale.
Outdoor seating is isolated and uninviting and seems to be placed
in a haphazard fashion.
Despite the streetscape renovations, many store fronts appear to be
in sad shape and have a "has-been" feel.
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C. (continued)
Signage Is one of the only unifying elements In downtown.
Altogether, downtown Urbana reads as a series of separate pieces -
Lincoln Square, Jumer's Lodge, Champaign County Bank Plaza, Urbana
Civic Center — but not as a whole . No central theme ties it
together,
D. Participant - Observation : The conclusion from this technique was
that downtown Urbana Is y/ery quiet and shows many signs of age and
deterioration.
Lincoln Square Is the highest generator of pedestrian activity
downtown. Yet even It could use some more people.
The Elite Diner appears to be a hangout for older people.
The Post Office generates much activity and encourages conversation
among residents.
Main Street lacked sizable activity at all times of the day and
In the evening as well,
E. Ethnography : Our Informant believes that Lincoln Square Is the
anchor of downtown and that the revltallzatlon effort will help
Increase pedestrian use.
F. Behavior Observations ; Over a period of 12 hours, a total of
1299 pedestrians were observed downtown, {I.e., over 100 people/
hour). This Is a relatively low number of users.
More men (56%) than women (44%) were seen.
Most users (69%) came alone. The next largest group was parties
of two (24%).
Several bicycles rode on the sidewalk, a sign of low pedestrian
traffic.
No special congregating points surfaced. However, the Eatery and
Smitty's Barber Shop attracted many locals who stopped by to check
In with the storeowner.
Perhaps most Importantly, most people came for a single purpose.
They parked their cars, went to a store, returned to their cars and
left. Very few meandered or window-shopped.
G. Cognitive Maps : A careful analysis of our sample's "mental maps",
using Kevin Lynch's typology In his classic book. The Image of the
City , revealed that people remembered the following parts of
downtown:
The most common Item and "path" mentioned was Main Street (92%).
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ANALYSIS OF PERCEIVED LANDMARKS FROM COGNITIVE MAPS
OF DOWNTOWN URBANA
(N » 40)
Percent of Sample Who
Place Drew This In Their Map
Lincoln Square 60%
Jumer's Castle Lodge 40%
Busey Bank 38%
Champaign County Courthouse 38%
Parking Garage 38%
Courier Cafe 30%
The Office 30%
Urbana Public Library 30%
Champaign County Bank 28%
Elite Diner 28%
Post Office 28%
Champaign County Jail 25%
6. (continued)
Boundaries and/or "edges" of downtown were fuzzy.
The Intersection of Springfield Avenue and Main Streets was the
most popular "node".
Overall, few specific commercial facilities stood out In people's
minds, ^ery few people were able to name two or three businesses
In a row. This demonstrates the lack of cohesion In and weakness
of downtown's Image.
H-1, Interviews (I) ; Key Representatives of the City of Urbana reveal
a concern over a lack of cohesion or theme In downtown.
They praised special events like the Farmers' Market, Corn and Art
Festivals and holiday festivities which help draw people Into
downtown.
They valued Lincoln Square \ery highly as It Is one of the rare
examples of an In-city shopping center for a town as small as
Urbana.
They project that the current revitalizatlon effort should Improve
the public's Image of downtown. Increase pedestrian activity.
Improve business and generate higher tax revenues.
Most favor a major anchor store, more specialty shops and
professional uses to further Improve downtown.
Overall, they view downtown Urbana as entering a long-awaited
state of economic recovery and are optomistic about Its future.
H-2. Interviews (II) : Our small sample of potential downtown business
owners, both at the local and national level, generally express a
negative view of relocating to downtown Urbana.
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H-2. (continued)
One likened downtown to "an urban desert"; another found It
depressed, dreary and Inhumane; yet another complained of its
unattractive "hodge-podge" of styles and motifs.
Present store hours in downtown, with the exception of Lincoln
Square (open during the weekday evenings), serve as a deterent
to some potential shopowners. They are too short.
H-4.
11-3. Interviews (III) ; Current downtown business owners have different
views about downtown.
Some believe that the current revitallzatlon effort will help,
but many doubt that It will Improve their business.
Several express concern that the City direct Its efforts toward
helping existing and new businesses, especially through promotion
and loans. Most shopowners lack a sense of cohesion and do not
feel they are working together to help Improve downtown.
They seem to favor the Introduction of smaller, specialty stores
and restaurants.
Interview (IV) : Our small survey of visitors to Lincoln Square
and Champaign s Campustown found that:
The preference for a regional shopping mall (51X) versus a downtown
shopping center (49%) was almost equal. Those who prefer regional
malls do so because of convenience and selection. Those
who favor downtowns cite close location and personal service.
Most of our sample usually frequents Market Place Mall for clothing
stores (62%), appliance stores (42%) and specialty shops (29%).
Most usually go to downtown Urbana for groceries (48%), public
buildings (44%), banks (37%) and restaurants (35%).
MOST COMMONLY CITED AMENITIES TO ATTRACT MORE USERS TO DOWNTOWN
URBANA (N = 54)
AMENITY PERCENT MENTIONING
A large department store 79%
Specialty shops (sports, gifts, etc.) 77%
Restaurants 74%
Night-time activity 57%
More convenient parking & transportation 53%
Concerning several qualities such as safety, traffic, parking,
quality of shops, quality of restaurants, etc., most rate downtown
Urbana as "average". Most rated night-time activity (59%) and the
number of shops (46%) as "poor".
Over half (60%) the sample was not aware of the current revltal-
Ization plans, but when plans were described to them, virtually all
(99%) predicted that these changes may Influence them to use
downtown more often.
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H-4. (continued)
Most fee] that downtown Urbana best serves Urbana residents (83%),
as opposed to students or staff of the University.
RECOMMENDATIONS
The following are various recommendations which stem from our research.
DESIGN
rU Attract more small-scale retail and eating establishments to down-
town and place at street level.
A. Encourage more adaptive reuse like the Courier Cafe, which
seems to be extremely popular.
B. Place less-intensive, non-pedestrian uses, like office space,
above street level.
1^ Add a greater variety of outdoor seating to downtown, especially In
the Main Street area and add more movable seating to Lincoln Square.
This addition alone can make a tremendous difference in pedestrian use
and it is relatively inexpensive.
qJ Consider adding awnings or covered glass canopies along outdoor side-
walks especially along Main Street and adjacent areas.
j> A. This could be done in conjunction with a modification of
^ the exterior of Lincoln Square, to try to "break down"
^ its large scale and relate it better to downtown and to
its surrounding streets.
Q
B. Add covered walkways across parking lots surrounding Lincoln
Square to encourage the connection with the rest of downtown.
More sources of "triangulation", like artwork or sculpture,
should be added.
fs^ Use vacant store window space for display so the downtown does not
^^ look "empty" and sad. Shopping malls do this successfully.
(^. Encourage the development of small alleys which have great
©potential to attract pedestrians.
Preserve and enhance the historic quality of noteworthy arch-
itectural structures, such as the Champaign County Courthouse
and the Methodist Church.
A. Create a major public open space, using Whyte's criteria
(especially moveable or varied seating, strong visibility
plus access from the street, opportunities to buy food,
access to sun, and to water, if possible) around one of
these buildings and make it a strong focal point for downtown.
B. In wintertime an outdoor ice-skating rink in this location with
lots of adjacent seating would generate a great deal of activity
and lend itself to food vendors, street artists, etc.
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8, Clearly define edges of downtown and "enclose" it with some
identifiable feature.
POLICY
1. Consider maximizing downtown Urbana's potential as a tourist center. "^
It Is currently not used in this capacity, although thousands of
visitors each year come to the University of Illinois campus only a
mile away.
2. Actively promote downtown Urbana, especially in light of the new
revitalization effort, to Increase public awareness of it and
encourage greater use. Some promotional ideas are:
A. Low-cost horse drawn carriages or winter "sleigh rides"
of downtown. Perhaps a downtown tour or connection to
the University of Illinois campus could become a major
attraction for residents and tourists alike.
B. Serve hot cider or other food/drink on downtown streets.
C. Encourage free parking In downtown or free parking with a time
limit (i.e., 1-2 hours).
D. Consider increasing store hours of downtown and encouraging
uniform opening and closing times, as is common practice in
shopping malls.
3. Conduct a more "in-depth", professional marketing study of
downtown Urbana.
4. Consider Inviting a professional team, like the Project for
Public Spaces in New York City, to work on downtown.
5. Apply for a federal grant to provide funds for some of the changes needed.
CONCLUSIONS
This study has its limitations. It was done In a short time frame, by
students rather than professionals. Sampling techniques were rather simple
and sample sizes were somewhat small. However, this report offers a solid
foundation to City officials for further research and design work. The
current revitalization is certainly a step In the right direction — but our
study indicates that alone, it cannot achieve the City's goals of establish-
ing gathering spots and increasing pedestrian activity during both day and
night.
Downtown Urbana has great potential. If the revitalization occurs in tandem
with some of the design and policy changes we suggest, the chances for social
success will be greatly increased.

LITERATURE REVIEW

METHODOLOGY
My primary Interest in conducting the literature review segment of the
Environment - Behavior Study of Downtown Urbana was to gather Information
on the revitallzation of the central business districts (CBDs) of
small towns with a population of 100,000 or less. I hoped to focus on the key
factors which seemed to contribute to successful revitallzation. In the
process I would also consider those factors which seem to have failed
all or In part to achieve a successful revitallzation and perhaps why.
I began the literature review by investigating resources in the areas
of architecture, economics, city planning, design-behavior. The information
was obtained primarily from the University of Illinois Library of City
Planning and Landscape Architecture. A few sources were found in the
Main Library Stacks.
The topics that were searched in an attempt to find appropriate resources
were numerous. Headings such as Promoting Downtown Businesses, Downtown
Retail Development, Storefront Rehabilitation, Downtown Pedestrian Areas,
and Revitallzation Case Studies were the focus for investigation. A
complete bibliography was found and tied into the results of the literature
review.
RESULTS
I chose to focus on an aurray of topics which illuminate the key factors
of successful revitallzation determined by the literature review. The
topics are derived from the common characteristics of the varying factors
found in the research. Their order is In part due to their position in
the revitallzation process. Some, however, are equal in promlnance, but
for descriptive sake are located in sequence. The topics to be reviewed
aret
1*
.
Revitallzation Process
2. Market Studies
3* Zoning
k. Historic Preservation
5» Basic Improvements
6. Parking Improvements
7« Pedestrian Malls
8. Promotion
Revitallzation Process
Numerous definitions exist for the concept of revitallzation. What is
revitallzation, what axe its benefits, why revitalize, who benefits, and
more exactly what is the process? Revitallzation is typically defined

^^
as a process of Improving the physical environment of falling
business districts by the elimination of inconvienience and poor quality.
The benefits are the creation of a convlenent and attractive shopping and
working environment by the attracting of new businesses, the retention
of existing businesses, and the protection and Improvement of property
values. The benefits are felt by everyone since revltallzatlon can aid
in the elimination of building vacancies, in increasing sales revenue,
and in creating more jobs. The revitaliiation process usually consists
of five steps t awareness, public education, organization, development
of revltallzatlon plan, and plan Implementation. /<^
Waters (1973) claims that there are five steps to the process which are "^^
^
crucial to successful downtown revltallzatlon. First and foremost .«
is the recognition of the need to revitalize a shopping area. Public
education is then necessary to obtain community wide support and
cooperation, by conducting surveys to determine the assets and liabilities
of the current business district and by utilizing the media to
project these findings. The next step Involves the development of
a steering committee that will administer the revltallzatlon process and
organize for action. The development of a revitallsiation plan should
then outline all considerations to be addressed in the revltallzatlon
including vehicular and pedestrian circulation patterns, graphics,
architectural improvements, parking, street furniture, landscape
development, and utilities. This should be developed by a paid design
professional. Finally, the completed revltalization plan should be
put in effect, supervised, and Inspected by the professional designer.
The Downtown Improvement Manual for Iowa Cities (1978) states that there
are also five key points to revltallzatlon. These are the recognition of
the problem by sectors of the community, both public and private t a
commitment to solve the problem by establishing goals and objectives
and recognizing potentials; preparation of a plan; development of an
action oriented program; identification of the appropriate financial
resources and the authorization of the necessary construction plans,
specifications, taking of bids, letting of contract; and project
execution.
The key to a successful organl2sation of downtown Improvement is the
establishment of a downtown committee according to the Downtown Improvement
Manual for Iowa Cities (1978). They should be, in addition to being members
of the community,:
1. vitally concerned with the future of the downtown
2. willing to expend considerable time and energy.
3. have among Its membership representatives of the
leading institutions of the city .and persons capable
of making clear, crisp public presentations.
4. committed to leadership in an endeavor which will
probably result In some criticism of its leaders.

%MARKET STUDIES
Downtown development can be thought of as a source of new energy and vitality
for the CBD, New development can create a competition that will lead to a
general upgrading of commercial facilities. New retail and office space
in the CBD can create additional demands on the psirt of existing downtown
tenants who are currently occupying less space than they might use if
additional conveniently located space were available to them. Marketing
strategies are necessary to establish this competitive spirit among
the merchants. These strategies determine economic strengths and weaknesses
which will effect the vitality of the CBD.
Downtown Madison, N.J. (1980) found that the reason why students from ^' J^'
nejurby colleges did not use the downtown more frequently was more
^\>
related to the goods and services available than to the difficulty in *^' ^r^
getting downtown. They implemented tasks such as working with colleges p >
students, and merchants to make the downtown more attractive to student ^_^
use. This was achieved by developing a student discount program, organizing
promotional programs, encouraging art fairs and cultural exchanges with
the colleges, encouraging work-study programs, expanding merchandise to
appeal to students, and maintaining information for college events.
Gross (1973) applies a marketing concept to small cities. Crucial to the
concept is the recognition and acceptance of a customer oriented way
of doing business. For the merchants of a small city this means it is
necessary to find out what jjeople in the community want. Frequently
business people in a small community are apathetic about marketing
policies >rtiich might rejuvenate their town. Towns mvist try to offer
what the market wants to buy, not what they want to produce or stock.
Marketing can quide in pinpointing the competition in selecting opportultles,
in innovating, in creating a favorable image, and in developing vision
for one's business. It has implications in the organization of revitall-
zation In designing the marketing structure by classifying functions,
inventorying work to be done, defining key functional relationships,'
and fitting together complimentary business activities within the DBG.
>
>^.
The purpose of zoning is to protect property values while carrying out
revitalizatlon objectives. This is to tissure that all property in the
CBD will attain the maxlaura value as determined by market forces. Zoning
ordinances in addition to assuring the use of land also specifies the
heighth and bulk of buildings and the size and location of open space.
These ordinances may also regulate signs, require off-street parking,
and restrict industrial and commercial uses which might effect the value
of the DBC.
Downtown Madison, N.J. (1980) determined that stores did not market to ^'^ ,
people on the sidewalks as effectively as they could. Window displays j^
were often uninteresting, signs were not readily visible from the side-
walks, and there were rarely outdoor displays of goods. Actions to these
problems included the revising of zoning ordinances to permit outdoor

l^^
cafes, outdoor store displays, signage perpendicular to store fronts with
a design review, and basement commercial areas. The revitallzation of
downtown Madison might not have been successful without the reworking
of outdated zoning ordinances.
Downtown Hartford *(l$80) found that the future of its streets was
threatened by a continuing pattern of superblock developments, Inter-
nalization of retail activities, and the replacement of street front
retailing with banks, offices, and parking garages. The town concluded
that the preservation of existing buildings should be a priority and
that new buildings needed to be d6signed with careful considerations
to the preservation and enhancement of existing street activities. This
was achieved by modifying zonina ordinances to demand this occurence.
Small street level stores, shop windows, high activity generating retail
stores, numerous entrances onto the street, informal outside
seating areas, and locations of vendors and entertainment facilities
are some ways of compensating for a current building's xin-urban
relationship to the activity of the street.
HISTORIC PRESERVATION "^ v ^'^'^ SH^^
Often a large portion of historic and architecturally important buildings
are located in or around central business districts. These buildings
reiiresent monuments and are assets to downtown revitallzation. Various
tools exist which effect revitallzation by capitalizing on these aesthetic
JLTChitectural assets of the community. For the buildings themselves there
is adaptive re-use which protects the exterior of a building while
permitting physical changes to occur within the structure. to achieve
a more economically viable use. The Historic Preservation Ordinance
prevents, discourages, or delays alterations or demolitions of historic
structures. A local Historic Preservation Corporation can aid in establ-
ishment of revolving funds, scenic easements, and rehabilitation loan
programs
•
Downtown Hartford* (1^80) realized that its old State House Square was a
natural gathering place for large public events and programmed activities
such as a farmers market j however, such events,activities needed to be
better provided for on the square. The realization of the area around the
historic monument of the old State House as an asset was not enou^ but
needed to be enhanced and Improved upon by accomodating public functions.
An attempt was made to capitalize on the monument and to reinforce
social activities. A permanent "home" was established for the farmers
market under trees, with access to the space from the street by roll-
curbs. In addition, a fountain was added to the square with an informal
seating area focusing on a variety of seating Including movable benches
ledges, and steps. Also added was a cafe managed by the old State House
with movable umbrellas, tables, chairs, and a small food dispensary.
In a report from the National Main Street Center (1983) a case study was
presented of the city of Galesburg, Illinois. The town feared that "if
its downtown did not do something distinctive to draw people it would
dry up and blow away." Galesburg like many other towns was having to

compete with an established suburban shopping mall. What the merchants
of the town found in evaluating their area were tacked on aluminum sidings,
sloppy show windows, and garish signs. Vfliat the merchants and property
owners also saw were rich details of their historic legacy, assets to
be brought back to life. This they thought should be the focal point of
their revltallzatlon program. A Main Street oriented preservation
approach was undertaken which was more rewarding than an all at once
change. Revltallzatlon started happening as people gained confidence
and became Involved In "making their history come alive." Their goal
was to "exploit, . with architectural Integrety and sound promotion, the
variety, diversity, and Idlosyncrlses that make the town and each
building distinctive."
Whyte (1980) claims that cities do best when they Intensify their
strengths. The city of Salem, Oregon, for example, filled empty
spaces with buildings to the scale of the place, put glass canopies
over sidewalks, converted old alleys into shopping ways, and tied
strong monuments into pedestrian areas. This attitude will achieve
"a plan that works wltWn the grain of the city." "The ones doing
their best by their downtowns are the ones doing their best at
historic preservation."
t>
BASIC IMPROVEMENTS
Basic improvements are those changes vrtilch can effect the quality of the
physical environment consisting of the building,, landscape, surface,
furniture, and lighting improvements. Buildings are the most important
physical element of the central business district economically, functlon-
lly, and aesthetically and should be considered as assets In any
revltallzatlon program. Landscaping serves many functions; absorption
of sound, cleansing of air, controlling of glare, climate control, and
aesthetics. The texture of the ground is an essential visual element
of the streetscape being utilized for the provision of uniqueness to the
district yet for creating continuity from within. Furniture provides an
element of comfort as well as creates environmental continuity. Lighting
is essential for the CBDs use at night, for providing security and crime
prevention, aiding commerce in advertising and displaying goods, and
accentuating and highlighting various features.
Mlntz (1977) states that storefront rehabilitation has become a successful
technique for encouraging shoppers to return to the downtown. In New
York state such projects are underway in numerous communities. The most
ImDortant advantage is economic. The rehabilitation of storefronts is
relatively inexpensive compared to other current facade treatments and
are less prone to whims of changing taste. They: also allow merchants to
utilize building fronts to promote their businesses, not just the street
level portions. Rehabilitated buildings contribute to local pride by
enhancing the visual environment 4nd by helping to preserve thei community
character and history. This is not, however, the same as restoration but
should be considered a contemporary solution which respects the architectural

Integrety of the store front, retaining those elements that enhance the
building and removing those such as poorly designed and competing signs
and unattractive "false fronts" that detract or conceal it.
Downtown Madison, N.J., ( 1980) determined that despite the wide variety
of people and activities in their downtown there were few ajaenltles in
the way of seating, trees, information, bus shelters, and bike racks to
create an effective shopping environment. The downtown also lacked a
consistent design treatment to streets and sidewalks. Design recommendations
Included uniformly treating major streets with paving, adding lighting,
preserving trees wherever possible, and providing shade trees where
necessary providing electrical outlets for each tree, pr6vlding
pedestrian amenities on both sides of the streets, and including
bike racks, waste recepticles. In addition amenities were recessed
four feet from the streets to allow for the opening of car doors,
and signage was added for parking and at the entry to the downtown.
The town realized that "attractiveness" is more than just looking
"pretty." Creating an attractive shopping environment on sidewalks
Involves giving a street a sense of life and vitality, providing
places for people to sit and meet friends. as well as promoting the
putchasing of goods.
Downtown Hartford•Xt980) found that pedestrians were not provided with
the basic comforts which make strolling and shopping a pleasent experience.
Existing concrete plamters only added to the congestion on sidewalks
and served as containers for litter. One of the street.'^ major problems
was its scale: because the roadway was wide, trees and small more detailed
fixtures were installed to make the street more enclosed and intimate.
Downtown Hartford,Vi980) also claimed that the use of downtown was still
limited despite the great Impact of a civic center. It was determined that
business hours and adequate lighting were probably the causes of the
limited night life. Merchants were aisked to work together to establish
more consistent hours for closing. Lighting and promotions were utilized
to focus on the nightlife attractions of the downtown and thus
bring continuous life to the CBD,
Whyte (1980) has concluded that If the number of passerbys on a sidewalk
of a city from 100,000 to 200,000 persons is under the rate of 1000 for
the hour at noon time then there is little chance that the beautification
of streets will do any good. More stores, more offices, and more reasons
for being In the downtown are what the downtown must have.
PARKING IMPROVEMENTS
Once a demand has been defined for parking Improvements the community must
decide the best way for these demands to be met. Things to consider are
location, walking distances, capacities, and design. An efficient and
convenient
-
movement of motor vehicles should seek in addition to a safe,
efficient, and convenient pedestrian traffic the preservation of the
aesthetic, cultural, and environmental quality of the area and the protection
of life and property.

Dovrntown Madison, N.J. (1980) determined that the problem with downtown
parking was not a lack of spaces but rather an effective utilization of
the spaces that were already In existence. Studies showed that downtown
users had a positive attitude about the convenience of parking; however,
they also showed some lots were being utilized exclusively over others
and parking tlae limits were being broken frequently. The result was
to monitor parking turnover and experiment with different parking limits on
both the streets and lots to further Improve on the visibility of less
used psirking areas. The absolute non-use of certain areas could warrant
the commercial development of those axeas to reclaim the displaced
urban fabric.
Downtown Hartford, CN. (1980) had found that its current distribution of
street and sidewalk space provided a disproportionate amount of space
for vehicles and made little provision for pedestrian needs. Although a
majority of space was devoted to vehicles, parking, etc,., vehicle
congestion still occiared because delivery trucks, buses, through traffic,
and paxked vehicles were competing for the same roadway at the same time.
What occured was that sidewalks were widened on the main streets to provide
additional walkway space for pedestrians, "no parking" regulations
were enforced by closing the streets to vehicular traffic at peak
pedestrian hours, by scheduling delivery trucks to specific times in the
morning and late afternoon, and by designing the streets to accomodate
both higher pedestrian and lower vehicular use.
Whyte (1980) states that parking lots often become the dominant land use
accounting for more than 50^ of small town central business districts.
Because of this often undefined center caused by the tearing down of old
biiildlngs and leaving them unreplaced, there is little to anchor downtown
revltalizatlon to. Attempts must be made which condense parking and utilize
replaced areas to once again develop the business core.
The problem of the conflict between pedestrians and motor vehicles has on
a number of occassions resulted in the closing off either partially or
fully certain streets from vehicular traffic, creating thus a pedestrian
oriented environment. The solution is common in European cities and has
caught on in the United States. A major question exists as to whether or
not solving the conflict in this fashion works in all situations.
In People Movement for Downtown Improvement (1977) temporary street closing
*is considered as a component for Improved people movement. Streets can
be closed at lunch time and on holidays when traffic is light on a trial
beisis without any reconstruction necessary. The crowding of pedestrians on
narrow walks and many pedestrian/vehicle conflicts can be eliminated and
shopping enjoyment can be improved. This idea is most appropriate for
densely used districts or streets with special events. The claim is
that there is very little Implementation investment but extensive planning
management is required.
8
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Downtown streets can also bo permanently closed to vehicles and rebuilt
^ pedestrian malls with trees, seats, shelters, and other amenities.
Pedestrian malls can re-establish the image of the previously deteriorated
street. It can improve the shopping environment by providing a traffic,
noise, and xwllution free environment. The cost is moderate to fairly high
and usually involves a complex planning and implementation process due
to major changes in the circulation system. Some have been financed through
special tax assessment districts
.
/^ '^ ' ^'^
Transit malls are downtown streets closed to auto traffic and rebult ^ ^»
for exclusive use of surface transit vehicles and pedestrians. Primarily
the amenities of such a situation can also improve the activity level
otherwise lower in a pedestrian mall and can improve* the image and
convenience of the downtown shopping district. Some have been financed
as transit related capital improvements.
Trenton, N.J.,a city with a population of 92,000, according to the report
the Impact of Downtown Revitalization Projects on Small Business (l98l)
had experienced a pattern of decline in its retail services due to the
existence of a suburban mall. The city decided to construct a pedestrian
mall, transit mall, and semi-mall. Since construction, concerns about the
success of the malls generally diminished although dircot customer access
has remained an issue for some services and upper floor professionals.
The presense of street vendors have been unpopular with many merchants,
since the vendors pay no teixes and do offer some competition. Despite
these complaints, "the mall and associated activities in it have
helped to bring about a significant process of store transformation
now occuring in the project area.
Pedestrian axeas as a means of urbanity is introduced by Uhlig (1979)
who states that pedestrianizatlon is given the credit for having a
protective effect on town centers. Pedestrian streets promote mixed uses
instead of functional separation. Mixed use Increases activity in the
streets at all times of the day, thereby showing that the street was and
is still the original meeting place outside the home. Pedestrian areas
not necessarily as designated through malls can encourage meaningful social
interaction on street comers and on squares.
Vfhyte (1980) designates the major question to be asked before any mall
solution is to be implemented. Any central business district must
determine if the planned "mall will be too big for the ntunber of
people and the iunount of activities that will occur in it."
The promotion of an improved central business district may be an
important factor in the success of revitalization. Changes are not
an end In themselves but need to be exploited. Often community
attitudes need to be altered. Essential to reaching the end of
successful revitalization is the continual promotion of the CBD
as an active and thriving business center.

In various case studies of small tovms contained within the article.
Promoting Effectively for Downtovm Businesses (1983)/ promotion has
been shown to radically improve the image of downtown business
centers, Greenville, N.C. Association in its seventh year of operations
has promotion as one of its key mandates. During the year of 1980, the
organization roster showed 109 members who paid voluntary dues to
cover redevelopment expenses. Of them k9 percent were retail firms and
the remainder were in other biisiness such as banks and brokers. Through
a successful promotion campaign consisting of trade promotions, farmer's
markets, flea markets, and appreciation awarding they have been able to
"maintain and enhance the viability of Greenville's downtown area."
St. Joseph, MI, downtown promotional activities are coordinated by a
group called St. Joseph Today. Early in its existence, the group
hired a marketing consultant who guided its promotional and
zidvertising activities. The consultant determined that the downtown
should not attempt "to compete head-on" with a recently constructed
suburban mall but should Instead "promote the downtown's strengths
and attractions." A major logo was produced and used in a "comprehensive
amd coordinated manner to promote an effective identity for the
downtown,"
Downtown Madison, N.Y. (1980) found that downtown promotions, special
events, and festivals did not occur as part of a coordinated and
regular revitallzatlon effort and spirit. They were, therefore, not
as effective as they could have been in attracting people to sctually
shop downtown. Solutions included the coordination of promotions, and
fund raising events, the initiation and coordination of an experimental
farmer's market and other activities, and the coordination of downtown
festivals, events, and parades.
CONCLUSIONS L/'^ (_,-t>"'
Primarily, successful revitallzatlon is the result of carefully
relating the unique downtown situation with a deep understanding of
the revitallzatlon process, the marketing study, Zoning, historic
preservation, basic and parking Improvement potentials, the concept
of the pedestrian mall, and the value of promotion. The most
successful revitallzatlon will be that which accepts a customer
oriented attitude providing all that is necessary for a quality
shopping environment. It will often demand the reevaluatlon of
existing zoning ordinances to effect significant change. It is
necessary to know that the cities that Intensify their strengths do
the best, and that elimination of conflicts, such as pedestrian/vehicle,
is not always the most complete answer. The successful revitallzatlon
program is never complete unless it is followed by a complete promotional
campaign. We can assume that a non-conformity between the given situation
and an understanding of the keys to successful revitallzatlon will result
in an unsuccessful outcome. The key factors present an extensive review
to begin the revitallzatlon of Downtown Urbana,
10

EVALUATION OF METHOD - ••
The literature review method is an exhaustive research technique. Since
information itself is infinite, it is in fact being generated about the
topic of this review at this very moment, the method is frustrating
and seemingly futile. One must extract pertinent material from consistently
out of date sources which are easily disproved with the help of a little
common sense. Looking on a multitude'^studies consisting of endless
contradictions makes it possible to write endlessly on any subject, to
make any point the researcher wants to make, and cloud the issue
with an assortment of "facts" unrelated to the unique problem.
The former discourse illustrates the inherent problem with a general
literature review; however what does seem to be of the greatest
importance is in the case of revitalization that small towns are basically
going through the same frustrations. The fact that people are standing
up against the deterioration of their central business districts as
revealed in the research is reason enough to conduct the literature review.
It must be understood by the reader, however, that solutions are not
universal, but they are proof answers to similar problems do exist. As
the conclusion basically stated, the best revitaljzation solutions are
developed out of the strengths of the community not out of the use
of foreign experiments.
11
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B-1. ARCHIVES (I)

INTRODUCTION
The following report is a review and analysis of archival
information found in both the University of Illinois library and
the Urbana Free library on downtown Urbana, Illinois and its
development. The information found included mainly studies
made by various consultants for the city and by city commissions
such as the Urbana Downtown Development and Redevelopment Commis-
sion. These studies were used as a base for city council
decision making.
The first part of this report will be a chronological revi£: w
of these various reports and studies. Present and future plans
for downtown Urbana will then be discussed. Third, an analysis
of these studies will be made to find out how they affected
the changes that have taken place in downtown Urbana.
Finally, design recommendations that came about because ' of this
research technique will be discussed. As a conclusion, an
evaluation of this research method will be presented.
REVIEW
Prior to 1959. there were only three major business districts
in the Champaign/Urbana area. Besides downtown Urbana, there
was downtown Champaign and campustown. Like many other cities
around the country, the advent of more convenient and accessible
shopping centers on the outskirts of town was . causing a serious
decline in downtown growth. In Urbana, the first sign of
this decline was the loss of a major department store, J.C.
Penney, to downtown Champaign. Be cause of this loss, local public
officials and private business interests began a search for
solutions. They formed the Economic Development Committee
in 1959 which was charged to establish objectives and financial
policies for redevelopment. ' The Committee hired Victor Sruen &
Associates, architects and planning consultants, to prepare
a study.
In their study, Gruen & Associates, ascertained that the city's
main goal was to providea' functional and attractive atmosphere
for efficient and safe shoppingi'' This was to be achieved
with pedestrian only oriented stores and adjacent parking areas
which connect shopping to a major road.
This was a two-stage plan. The first stage being the development
of a shopping mall as it now exists in Urbana, with the Carson
Pirie Scott Department store being its main anchor. The second
stage of development involved enlarging this mall northward toward
Main Street. (Refer to illustrations 1 and 2).
By 196^, Phase I of this plan was completed in the form of
Lincoln Square Mall. This part of the phase was unanimously
supported by the city, the Chamber of Commerce, and the Economic
Development Committee mainly because its funding was primarily
by private interests.
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Up until 1968, no attempt was made to continue this plan with
Phase II. In I967, Schellie Associates, Inc., Indianapolis, IN,
was hired by the Illinois Department of Business and Economic
Development, of Springfield, IL to prepare a comprehensive plan
for the city of Urbana. This plan supported the extension of the
mall to the north, and it encouraged pedestrian oriented
businesses. It also supported the use of the downtown area for
governmental and cultural purposes including city, county
and federal buildings; churches; and libraries.-^
In 1968, a private development group of local businessmen formed
the Broadway Development Corporation (BDC) to begin the implemen-
tation of Phase II. They believed that the extension of Lincoln
Square was essential to the revitalization of Main Street, and
began to purchase property in the block directly north of the
mall.
By 19'?0» half of the block had been purchased and cleared.
In 1971. "the BDC announced plans to build an office-retail
complex to extend Lincoln Square to Main Street.. But, in
contrast to Phase I, there was no unamimous approval.
Before the city would approve the plan they set out certain
conditions to be met by the BDC. Negotiations apparently failed
at this time, but by 1973 » the BDC joined with another developer
and announced another plan for the office-retail complex.
The BDC plan was a physical connection to Lincoln Square that
would have a large^department store along with several retail
stores and offices^. Another prime tenant would be a bank.
Parking would be provided underground as well as on top of the
complex. More definite plans would be made after a confirmation
of a department store.
Again, the city failed to unanimously approve the facility, so
they hired a consulting firm, Arthur Rubloff and Co. to study
the feasibility of this project.
The conclusion of the Rubloff study was that there was definitely
a need for additional retail and office area in downtown Urbana.
Two reasons were sited for '
'
T " • ' this conclusions
1) Downtown Urbana was a county" centor containing county offices,
the new community civic center, and city offices-ra meeting place
for many people. 2) Downtown Urbana's sales record was the second
highest in the county (downtown Champaign was highest). Downtown
Urbana should be one of the most likely places for business to
prosper.^
During the time that this report was being made, plans were also
being made for the construction of Market Place Mall in north
Champaign. Taking into consideration the Rubloff study and the
plans for a new shopping center in the Champaign/Urbana area.
17

the city council approved an ordinance creating the "Urbana
Business District Development and Redevelopment Commission" in
May 197'4'. The commission v/as charged to make recommendations
to the City Council for the redevelopment of the Urbana Central
Business District and to continue plans for the development of
Phase II,
By October 197^. Phase II efforts were again postponed due to
the existing overall economic condition throughout the country.
Other problems were also encountered. The Urbana Lincoln Hotel
(then existing) announced its plans to close its doors. The
BDC threatened to sell the land it presently owned to anyone if
the city didn't 'take quicker action.
Between 19^5 and 1979f development was basically at a standstill
with the exception of the city building complex, the community
civic center and a renovation of the Urbana Lincoln Hotel
(it was transformed into Jumer's Castle Lodge in 1978). During
this period tHiere was also a substantial decrease in downtown
businesses. Refer to Table 1.
Summary of Functional Changes in Downtown Urbana s I96O "to 1979
Tvpe of Function i960 1965 1970 1975 1979
Industry/
Wholesale Trade 15 10 5 5 1
Retail Trade 72 58(17) 55(20) 53(20) 40(18)
Services 76 66 (8) 66(11) 65(12) 50 (8)
Organizations 47 22 2? (1) 10(5) 7 (^)
Total Excluding
Lincoln Square 210 166 159 133 98
Total of Lincoln
Square 25 32 37 30
( ) Number in Lincoln Square
Source: Champaign - Urbana City Directories
(This table is from Rocker, Lois Christine. Downtown Change in
Urbana, Illinois. Trends and Prospects , I98I, p. 23)
TABLE 1
Between I96O and 1979i there was a 39?^ reduction in businesses
in downtown Urbana." All major functions of downtown Urbana
decreased. Industry was all but eliminated, retail businesses
were substantially reduced, and service related businesses were
slightly reduced. Major establishments in downtown such as the
Scott Variety Store and Teppers Hardware no longer were around.
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Since 1979»7however, there has been improvements in downtown
prosperity. Three new public buildings were built including
the Champaign County Correctional Center on Main near Broadway.
This facility replaced the old county jail in downtown, which
is to be renovated. The five-story Champaign County Bank and
Trust building was built north of its previous site on the
Main St./ Broadway St. comer. This is a bank/office complex.
Most recently the new Busey National Bank/office complex was
built on the southwest, comer of Race and Main Street. A six
story housing project for the elderly at the southwest comer
of Race and Illinois St. is the first major residential develop-
ment in the downtown area since before I96I.
Several businesses remodeled existing buildings, smd some of these
businesses were new to the downtown area, including 2 beauty
salons, 2 real estate agencies, 3 restaurants, and law office,
a pet shop, a fabric store and a women's apparel shop (These
last 3 have since moved or closed). .
Also, since 1979. "the city has renewed its effort in redevelop-
ment in the downtown. A parking deck was planned and financed
by the city at the location where part of the extension of
Lincoln Square (Phase II) would have been. It became involved
in expansion efforts such as the remodelling of Jumer's Castle
-Another project planned was a reconstruction of the
downtown infrastructure.
In May of 1983. the Urbana Downtown Development and Redevelop-
ment Commission along with the public works department put to-
gether the S^reetscape Design Manual . Its purpose was to be
a guideline for the treatment of the public right-of-way in
downtown Urbana. It was also to be used by design engineers
and architects in the design of private site developments to
encourage a unified and unique character in the downtown.
The following steps were employed by the staff (city) and the
Commission in developing these standards:
1. Maintain an efficient traffic flow pattern
2. Create well-defined access to business entrances
3. Create Uniform and readable signage
4. Provide adequate, smd safe parking facilities
5. Provide bicycle access to downtown as well as bicycle parking,
6. Existing structures should extablish tone for future
development.
7. Identify downtown image at traffic entrances.
8. Provide bus waiting areas that are safe and attractive.
9. Provide adequate illumination levels for all transportation
modes.
°
The design of general specifications for each component in
the streetscape were drawn. These were balanced in a final
plan for downtown Urbana.
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These streetscape plans are presently being constructed inthe downtovm area as well as some storm sewer improvement
work.
Besides the streetscape program, the Urbana Development andRedevelopment Commission has presently established somegoals for the 8^-85 year. The first is secure financial
stability of existing committments. The second goal is topromote private and public improvements in the district and
^° ff"^."^^? appropriate revenue base to finance these underpublic jurisdiction.^
Specific activities planned are the following:
1. Subsidize low interest loans for businesses planningto make physical improvements to their buildings
2. Promote the usage of the new parking deck.
3. Promote the utilization of vacant buildings
4. Review Building codes to see if they may be 'detrimentalto development.
5. Promote special events such as the summer Sweet ComFestival.
6. Review parking policies and rates.
Long term goals are as follows:
I' fi^ ^°^ additional improvements in the streetscape.d. Attract new development projects.
3. Explore new revenue sources.
ANALYSIS
To summarize the events and changes that took place in down-
town Urbana over the past 25 years, it would be best to analyze
how these events came about.
Most events were uncontrollable. Population surges in the 1950 's
and the vast improvements made in the transportation system
caused the beginning of downtown Urbana' s problems. Shopping
areas began to move to the outskirts of town where there was
better access and more room for buildings and parking lots.
This is the main reasons for the general decline in Urbana 's
downtown area. Later, in the 1970 's when the economic condition
throughout the country was not good, downtown Urbana 's condition
worsened. But, have any or all of the city of Urbana' s pLans
and decisions benefitted the overall condition,^ and would any
other plans have done a better job?
The most major change to downtown Urbana was in 1964' with the
building of Lincoln Square Mall, one of the first downtown malls
in the country. It was also probably one of the more success-
ful changes. It added more service and retail business space
to the downtown while also adding more parking spaces. However,
its biggest problem was that it never succeeded in making the
rest of the downtown (especially Main Street) thrive.
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If Phase II of Lincoln Square Mall had been implemented, and
the Mall was extended to Main Street, there may have been more
success in bringing Main Street back t(± a more prosperous
condition. But, the timing of the Broadway Development
Corporation's plan and proposal was unfortunate, during the
middle of a recession', and also^after decisions had been made
for the construction of the new shopping mall-Market Place.
Other major changes in the downtown were the construction of
the public facilities in downtown. These projects brought
in more working people into the downtown area, probably
bringing in more business to other service and retail business
establishments. These public buildings were also assured of
bringing in all the people in the county who needed to use
these facilities.
The building of the two bank-office complexes recently added
even more workers and well as customers to the downtown area.
These people would also be more likely to use nearby establish-
ments for services and such.
The present changes taking place, such as the new parking
deck and the streetscape improvements are yet to make an impact
on Urbana downtown growth but, they are sure to add more
convenience and comfort to the downtown shopper and downtown
employee.
DESIGN RECOMMENDATIONS
As a result of this study as well as from personal observations,
some design recommendations are proposed for downtown redevel-
opment .
To insure that new development is uniform with the existing
form and style, possibly more stringent guidelines should
be developed in downtown Urbana. A personal observation of
downtown Urbana is that the new bank/office complexes are out
of scale with the rest of the Main Street businesses. Because
of their size, color, and separation from other buildings by
parking lots, they are much like the Lincoln Square Mall in that
they don't connect with Main Street. Therefore, they may not
be of much help in bringing Main Street back. Also, because
of their size, they are competing with a major landmark in
downtown Urbana, the County Courthouse, which is considered
to be a major historic site in Champaign/ Urbana. ''^
Another suggestion may be that the Urbana Downtown Development
and Redevelopment Commission become more specific in the
type of businesses to attract to the downtown. Because there
seems to be so much competition with other shopping areas in
town, possibly a certain type of shopper should be attracted.
The downtown has over the years become mainly a collection of
service oriented businesses and public agencies. Because
of the large number of working people there are in downtown
lirbana, the commission may want to attract more retail businesses
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for these people. Also, since downtown Urbana is much closer
to the university and the student community than any other
shopping area with the exception of campustowm, Urbana may
want to attract more student oriented businesses, such as book-
stores and mini supply stores. Last, downtown Urbana
may want to attract tourists. According to the Illinois Depart-
ment of Tourism, Champaign/Urbana is the second biggest tourist
attraction in the state of Illinois, mainly because of
University related events. Tourist oriented restaurants and
shops such as antique stores, art studios, gift shops may be
more beneficial to the downtown.
More design research may be helpful to find out what types
of guidelines and objectives the Urbana Downtown Development
and Redevelopment Commission should use. Making predictions
as to what type of shopper would use the area would also be
easier with different types of research methods.
EVALUATION OF RESEARCH METHOD
Archival research seemed to bring out very clearly the past
problems downtown Urbana has had in redevelopment. It also
showed the goals and expectations that some public officials
and business owners had about downtown Urbana.
It didn't show at all, however, how the general public reacted
to the changes, or how the shoppers in downtown Urbana changed
with the physical changes. Other research methods along with
the archival research would give a clearer picture of Urbana 's
downtown and how it can survive.
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NOTES
Footnote Number Reference Number
1 5
2 3
3 7
4 6
5 6
6 5
7 5
8 9
9 8
10 4
Refer to the list of references on the following page,
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B-2. ARCHIVES (II)

METHOD
Data Collection
In order to collect information about the competing shopping areas in
Champaign-Urbana I visited the Chamber of Commerce of Urbana where Executive
Secretary, Amy Summers, gave me the report Economic Development Profile of M»y
Urbana/Champaign , and a color bookl et showing photographs of major shopp1ng/>^^^ .^*
areas and a large map. At the Champaign Chamber of Commerce I acquired the
Champaign-Urbana Atlas which showed the location of the major shopping areas
on a small color map. I also visited the Champaign County Regional Planning
Commission where the Public Information Director, Linda Moberly was wery
helpful with a copies of her lists of businesses at the three major retail
centers in Champaign-Urbana, Market Place, Country Fair and Sunnycrest. These
were done for the 1982 Census of Retail Trade, She also gave me a copy of
State of the County, 1983 which was published by the planning commission and
contains tables of retail sales information for the county based on tax
reciepts.
I visited the management offices of Sunnycrest and Lincoln Square in
Urbana and Market Place in Champiagn, and made trips to Country Fair and
Pioneer Center and K-Mart Plaza in Champaign.
Data Analysis
Champaign-Urbana draws shoppers from beyond its 50-mile trade area. The
35-40 mile trade area includes 11 counties and more than 75 villages and towns
with a total population of 300,000. Four regional shopping centers are main
attractions. On the north edge of the community is the huge 70-store Market
['Place complex. Country Fair is a well patronized shopping plaza on
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Champaign's west side and Sunnycrest Plaza is a popular center on Urbana's
eastern fringe. The enclosed mall at Lincoln Square in Urbana also features a
major hotel. Other viable business discticts include Campustown, a unique
commercial center for university shoppers and downtown Champaign. In addition
many other business strip developments such as that along north Prospect
Avenue in Champaign and University Avenue in Urbana are strong shopping areas.
The city of Champaign is the retail leader in Champaign-Urbana with 75%
of sales. Total retail sales for Champaign-Urbana was $667,818,796 in 1983.
Champaign's retail sales were $504,314,388 and sales for Urbana were
$163,504,408 (Economic Development Profile, 1984, Urbana Chamber of
Commerce). This 75% share is notable when this figure is compared with the
population of the two towns. The 1980 Census showed Champaign with 58,267 or
62% of the population and Urbana with 35,978 or 38% of the population. This
could be interpreted to say that Urbana is losing 13% of its share of retail
sales to Champaign,
RESULTS
A Discussion of the Major Shopping Areas
Shopping areas are grouped in order of their proximity to downtown
Urbana, which would be a factor in their competiveness with potential Urbana
businesses. That order is
1. Lincoln Square r
2.
3.
University Avenue strip
Campustown
"
^r V^
4. Sunnycrest and Southgate
5. Royal Plaza
6. Downtown Champaign
7. Market Place
3U

8. Linconshire Mini Mall
9. Pioneer Center, K-Mart Plaza and Prospect Avenue strip
10. Country Fair and Round Barn Center
A short table is included for most of the shopping centers which shows a
division of businesses by three types, Retail Merchandise, Food and Restaurant
and Services. Retail merchandise includes apparel, funiture, household items
and electronics. Food and Restaurant includes grocery stores, ice cream and
snack foods, restaurants and liquor stores. Services include laundry, health
and beauty services, insurance, banks and travel agencies.
1. Lincoln Square is the mall in downtown Urbana and I did not know whether
to include it in this report. It is acutally part of downtown Urbana but it
is excluded from the "Tax Increment District" map that was part of this
assignment and therefore, I am concluding not part of the current downtown
revitalization project. It will be competition for potential downtown
business owners located north of the mall. The center consists of 22 retail
stores including Carson's, Baskins and many specialty shops. A major hotel,
Jumer's Castle Lodge, is integrated in its complex. A floor plan of the mall
with a list of tenants is included with this report. A small supermarket is
located south of the mall.
Lincoln Square
Retail Merchandise 18
Restaurant and Food 2
Services 3
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2. University Avenue strip development 1s a strong business area especially
in Urbana. University is the major east-west street for Champiagn-Urbana
along this development and is the route for three highways, 111. 10, U. S. 150
and U. S. 45. A small off street retail area is located on University north
of Urbana called Millhouse Plaza. A copy of a listing from You Are Here
(1983) showing the retail businesses along University Avenue is included with
this report.
University Avenue strip
Retail Merchandise 14
Food/Restaurant 25
Services 13
3. Campustown is a major strip development on Green Street extending west
from Wright about four blocks with extensions north about one block on Wright
and Sixth. Here are many stores, restaurants, bars and services catering to
the University community. There are no major large stores. Campustown has a
trapped patronage. A copy of a listing of Campustown businesses is included
as it was published in You Are Here by the Daily Illini in 1983.
Campustown
Retail Merchandise 47
Food/Restaurant 36
Services 48
4. Sunnycrest and its near neighbor Southgate are located in southeast
Urbana. They are popular shopping areas, although there are some empty spaces
in both areas. Major stores are K-Mart, Eisner and Jerry's IGA. Rick Ingram,
manager of the Sunnycrest Corporation estimates about $20 million in annual
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sales for all the stores in the southeast Urbana complex. The businesses at
Sunnycrest are listed as part of the 1982 Census of Retail Trade which is
included with this report.
Sunnycrest
Retail Merchandise 13
Food/Restaurants 12
Services 12
5. Royal Plaza is a small off street shopping center in Champaign between
Springfield and Green at Neil Street.
Royal Plaza and Adjoining Stores
Retail Merchandise Food/Restaurant
Foremost Liquor
Ground Round
Fannie May Candies
Services
Credit Thrift
Mid State Savings
Cradle and Trunk
Le Gourmet
Radio Shack
Eisner
Blacks Hardware
Ace Hardware/Tepper China
Strip development continues both north and south along Neil Street including
the well-known Champaign Surplus, plus Good Vibes Audio and Bushwackers, a
camping supply. But, this is not a major shopping area.
6. Downtown Champaign has suffered the decline that has occurred in so many
downtown areas. Efforts to help have included renovating Neil Street to make
a partially covered planted mall with stores on both sides. However its
success has been limited and there has been talk of returning the mall to a
through street to bring more traffic through the area. A copy of a listing of
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businesses in downtown Champaign is included from You are Here , 1983. The
only major store left in downtown Champaign is Robesons, which has been a
major well-established store in Champaign for many years.
Downtown Champaign
Retail Merchandise 16
Food/Restaurant 6
Services 7
7. Market Place is a huge growing shopping complex at the north side of
Champaign. It includes over 70 stores, restaurants and services which are
located in a large enclosed mall and many outlying buildings. Market- Place is
well located with easy access from 1-74 and convenient to 1-57 and 1-72 via I-
74. It is a major competition for all business areas in Champaign-Urbana.
Andre Grondin, Mall Manager at Market Place estimates $135 million annual
retail sales at Market Place. The growth of Market Place has been very fast
(it was first opened in 1976) and is continuing with new building currently
being added. The three major stores (anchor stores) are currently Sears, J.
C. Penny and Bergner's. A listing of stores at Market Place made for the 1982
Census of Retail Trade is included with this report. A site plan for the
Market Place "park" is also included, courtesy of the Market Place Management
Office.
Market Place
Retail Merchandise 71
1
Food and Restaurant 17
Services 13
Uo

8. Lincolnshire "Mini Mall" is located in an attractive residential section
of southwest Champaign. It is a small neighborhood off the street shopping
area.
Retail Merchandise Food/Restaurant Services
Bookcase Bookshop
Finish Point Photo
Frames Unlimited
Diana Foods
Cheese Farms
Baskin-Robbins
Bank
Dental building
Real Estate services
9. Pioneer Center, K-Mart Plaza, and the North Prospect strip is a new and
growing area in northwest Champaign located at the intersection of Prospect
and Bloomington roads and close to the Prospect exit of 1-74. K-Mart- is the
major store which supports a plaza of a few small stores and services. Across
from the K-Mart Plaza is a new off the street shopping area called Pioneer
Center. The strip development continues south on Prospect and northwest along
Bloomington Road,
Pioneer Center, K-Mart and North Prospect strip
Retail Merchandise
Dress for Success
Revco Drug
Mr. Discount Furniture
Payless Shoe Source
Cloth World
S & M Vacuum Cleaners
Radio/Stereo Specialists
Book Rack
Hembry's Custom Draperies
mini Christian Supply
Country Oak Creations
Food/Restaurant
Eagle (Grocery)
Liquor Store
Christian's Home Style
Foods
IGA
Mr. Donut
Home Stretch Restaruant
Red Lobster
Kentucky Beef
Long John Silver
Services
LeElegant Beauty
Plaza Laundry
Universal Rentals
Beneficial Loans
Car Wash
Barber Shop
Federal Express
Budget Motel
McDaniel CPA
Ul

10. Country Fair Shopping Area consists of the Country Fair Mall and the
Round Barn Center, a complex of attached and detached shops, stores and
restaurants. The shopping area continues as a strip development north on
Mattis and West on Springfield. This is a strong shopping area, although a
major anchor store, Goldblatts, closed two years ago. There are a few empty
spaces at Country Fair, but they will probably have tenants soon. Major
stores are Eisner grocery/Osco Drug, Target Discount department store, Furrow
Building Supply, K's Merchandise Mart, Manny and Martin TV and Appliance,
Value Check grocery and numerous restaurants. A listing of the businesses in
the Country Fair area for the 1982 Census of Retail Trade is included with
this report.
Country Fair
Retail Businesses 38
Food/Restaurant 20
Services 15
CONCLUSIONS
Downtown Urbana has well -developed major competition for its potential
redevelopment business area. However as noted earlier Champaign has the
greater share of the retail sales for two cities compared with population. It
Is probably true that Champaign and especially Market Place draws the major
portion of sales from outlying areas. It is also probably true that many
residents of Urbana shop in Champaign. Many would probably perfer to shop
nearer to home in Urbana. Major features of these shopping areas usually
include one or two large feature stores with many smaller stores as satellite
businesses. Combinations of retail stores, restaurants, groceries and
services make it possible for shopers to combine trips, or to Include a meal
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out or a movie with a shopping trip. Also convenience of parking is a feature
of most of these shopping centers with the exception of the strip developments
where each business usually has its own parking. Campustown is an exception
to this. University area shoppers usually do not use cars to shop at
Campustown: there is no parking, the type of businesses usually do not require
carrying heavy items, and it is close enough to many campus locations to walk.
EVALUATION OF METHOD
I think my method was appropriate for this project. I acquired some
retail sales information and population figures from the two Chambers of
Commerce and Champaign County Regional Planning Commission to evaluate the
retail businesses of the two towns. I would have liked to get retail sales
figures for each shopping area, but this information is not generally
available. The managers of Sunnycrest and Market Place gave me rough
estimates for their areas. At Lincoln Square the management office said they
did not have such figures. Such information could be compiled with access to
tax receipts from the various businesses (a state agency could do this if
funding were available).
I visited most of the major shopping areas but relied on listings made by
others (Linda Moberly, Illini Publishing) for the businesses located there.
Some changes have taken place since these lists were compiled (1982, 1983) and
I have made revisions where I noticed the change. The Census of Retail Trade
did not include many services, and I added these where I noticed the
omission. Some of the strip developments could have received more
attention. South Neil Street contains some strong strip development. There
is also a small shopping area that serves the Colony West condominiums in
south Champaign. I could not find it because I was looking for it at night
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and I do not know the neighborhood. It is probably intended that this mostly
serve the neighborhood in which it is located.
DESIGN RECOMMENDATIONS
Based on this survey of shopping areas in Champaign-Urbana, I think it
would be important for Urbana to get one or two important or major stores
interested in locating there. Carson's serves the purpose for Lincoln
Square. The rest of the downtown now needs some major attraction. Then many
smaller stores and services will follow. Good parking and easy access to
shopping areas is very important. Attractive areas for pedestrians is also a
great plus. Covered areas such as malls are attractive for shopping,- since
they protect shoppers from heat, rain and cold. This must be done without
obstructing the flow of traffic into and out of the area.
BIBLIOGRAPHY AND APPENDED MATERIAL
1. Champaign-Urbana Atlas published by the Champaign Chamber of Commerce,
Champaign, IL, 1984.
2. Champaign/Urbana, Illinois . Produced for the Champaign and Urbana
Chambers of Commerce. Crystal Lake, IL, Profile Publications, Inc., 1980.
3. Economic Development Profile, 1984-1985 . Urbana Chamber of Commerce,
Urbana, IL.
4. Lincoln Square . Floor plan and list of tenants. Courtesy of the Lincoln
Square Management Office.
5. Major Retail Center Location Record, 1983 Census of Retail Trade . Listing
of businesses in Market Place, Country Fair and Sunnycrest. Prepared by
Linda Moberley of the Champaign Counte Regional Planning Commission,
Urbana, IL, 1982.
6. Market Place Shopping Center Plan Map by Landau and Heyman, Inc.,
Developers, 1982.
7. State of the County, Champaign County, IL, 1982 . Published by the
Champaign County Regional Planning Commission, Urbana, 1983.
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C. PHYSICAL TRACES/DOCUMENTATION

Results jy--
^ ^^y ^^ ^^y
Data Collection/Analysis
Data collection consisted of a physical survey of the area, (see map I)
documenting present and existing conditions with color slides.
Starting at the southeastern boundaries of the study area, the slides
present the downtown district chronologically going west, then south.
This method allowed the camera to record the existing site conditions and
an historical record of progress to date. However, it merely records the
physical aspects of the area of that time. Also, color slides of area
shopping malls competing with the downtown were taken for visual comparison.
Systematically following the perimeters of the project area and tiimlng
inward to the central potions was a good way of documenting the revltalization
area while experiencing the downtown environment.
There wasn't a sense of the downtown area until reaching Ellm Street.
Construction on Elm Street and sidewalks gave clues that this area was being
treated differently from the rest of the downtown. Bricks Incorporated into
the sidewalk design and extending across intersection- began creating a con-
tinuity to the area. However, this area was the only visible revltalization
construction at this time. Other streets and sidewalks In the project areas
were untouched by this new design scheme,
^^^-^'"The ftreets^ (width/type) in the study area follow guidelines set up by
the Uroana Street Class System, (see map 2) The minor arterial (Main Street)
has four lanes of traffic with left turn lanes and parking allowed on either
side of the street. The collector streets allow four lanes of traffic with
no parking in some areas.
"" Sidewalksl are approximately 12 feet wide along Main Street, and between
6-8 f£et on the collector streets. Within the construction area, walkways
varied; 5-6 feet wide along Elm Street (south side), 6 feet wide along Elm
Street (north Side), and_2;-10 feet wide at intersections.
Most buildingjieight^ are l-2_ starlafr. The Courthouse and Jumer's Lodge
are 3 stories. Also, the Courthouse and the Methodist Church contain bell
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towers that are visible landmarks (from downtown as well as from^a distance).
The Champaign County Bank is the tallest building with 6 stories.
The/<|TCf!tlight^ along Main Street and collector streets rise to at
least 2 stories, and are definetly scaled to automobile traffic. Ihe lighting
does not appear to have a continuing theme. Several different periods (old vs. new)
were represented in the lighting features. The streetlighting is of one type
and unified, hcwever pedestrian lighting doesn't exist or is unrelated
to the streetlarap character. Although, compatible pedestrian lights are being
implemented in the construction area.
The\light3 and walks \along Mainstreet and collector streets do not
provide a positive experience for the pedestrian. Although the walks are
wide, there is not a feeling of separation from the street, (i.e. parked
cars next to the sidewalk) There are no elements to humanize the large scale
of buildings, wide sidewalks and busy streets.
Most/acades^on Main Street remain intact. Restoration and rehabilitation
has occured, but more is needed. Other buildings in the project area need
to restore the facades' original features to create a sense of compatibility
with the downtown streetscape. ( Although the Busey Bank and Champaign
County Bank Plaza certainly are not in harmony with the Main Street
architectural character.)
There is continuity lacking in the) street furnltur^. When seating
areas do occur, they are isolated and uninviting. There are different styles of
bench designs throughout the project area.
Tho'-^g^gejjjparking, streetslgns, Information) used in downtown
Urbana is uniform and identifiable. Utilizing the same color(brown) , and
graphic style creates visually an identity for the downtown area.
The revitalization area does not work as a unit, consisting of
pieces of a downtown- Lincoln Square Ilall, Jumer's Lodge with Elm Street
improvements, I-lain Street, Champaign County Bank Plaza, Urbana Civic Center,
and businesses on the connector streets. There is not a central theme tieing
the area together. The "entrance" to the downtown is marked by a treescape
along Main Street from Race street to Broadway Avenue. The only real
iefining elements are the streetlights and signage. Although the new
streetscape on Elm Street will connect the parking garage with Lincoln
square and Jumer's, it doesn't guide pedestrian traffic across Main Street and
po ther north. There isja connection through a north/south alley that is
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possibly incorporated into the revitalization project. The sidewalk
amaities north of Elm Street are not enticing, and do not encourage shoppers
to experience the urban environment.
Evaluation of Method
Photographing the area allows for experiencing the project area personally.
The photographs could only be taken by being In the environment. So, gathering
the physical traces diectly, Involves participation as a user. However,
reccimendations are limited to physical, elements without data from other
research methods,
Reconimendatlons i ^
There has to be a sense of downtown, a place to go and experience for the
project to succeed, (i,e. competition with area shopping malls- see map 3)
The "entra.nce"'streetscape needs to define the revitalization area with more
unified materials. The streetlights begin to do this, occuring along the streets
outlining the district. The street trees along Main Street begin to give
definition but grow Ojily on the one block. No other project area entries relate
to this landscape, or are even defined. The signage works to unify the downtown,
being posted in all parking areas, on streets igns^ and as information signs.
J?" Kiosks and designed street furniture, (benches, trash receptacles, bus-stops,
and pedestrian lighting) would develop cohesiveness throughout the downtown.
Also, creating gathering spaces for people to meet and relax would encourage
shoppers to stay in the area longer. The addition of fountains and art/sculpture
would enhance gathering places and the project area as a whole.
The buildings themselves provide an excellent resource for creating a
downtown environment. Further rehabilitating and restoring the businesses
facades could develop a"mainstreet"character.
While allowing for uniform traffic flow, the area needs to create a
'place inviting to pedestrians and exciting enough to make tho shoppers return.
Advertis ipg and prnmntlnjg the downtown biisinesses in a visible
but aesthetic manner, (perhaps information xiosksXpn Elm Street with advertising)
planning week-end festivals (hang banners to promote time and place), and
developing a uniqueness that inspires support for downtown Urbana.
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Through the adoption of the Official Co.-nprehensi ve Plan Map, the City of Urbana
plans for the expansion of the street network. The following street classifi-
cation system, which is used at the federal, state and local levels, sets
the framework for the growth of the system:
V Urban Principal Arterials are designed to carry the major portion of trips
entering and leaving the urban area, as well as the majority of movements by-
passing the central city. In communities as large as Urbana, a lower classi-
fication of principal arterials additionally serve major traffic movement
within the urbanized area. The principal arterial is a high volume corridor
which should serve the major centers of activity and be used to make the
longest trips. The system should be integrated with the lower classifications
of streets as well as the major' rural connections. Because of the nature of
the traffic served by the principal arterial system, all of the fully and partial!
controlled access facilities are part of this functional class. However, this
system is not restricted to controlled access routes. The required Right of
Way (R.O.W.) for an Urban Principal Arterial should be no less than 80 feet.
* Urban Minor Arterials interconnect with the urban principal artenial system
and provide for trips of moderate length. This street system provides intra-
city continuity but ideally does not penetrate identifiable neighborhoods.
The spacing of minor arterial streets may vary from 1/8 - 1/2 mile in the central
business district to 2 - 3 miles in the suburban fringes, but should normally
be not more than 1 mile in fully developed areas. The R.O.W. for Urbana Minor
Arterials should also be no less than 80 feet.
y^ Urban Collectors provide both land access service and traffic circulation
within residential neighborhoods, and commercial and industrial areas.
Facilities In the collector system may penetrate residential neighborhoods,
distributing trips from the arterials to their local street destinations. Convers
ly, local neighborhood traffic is channeled to the collector and then on to the
arterial.
In the central business district and in other areas of similar development and
traffic density, the collector system may include the street grid, which forms
a logical entity for traffic circulation. Collectors are otherwise spaced at
1/4 - 1/2 mile intervals and serve medium to low volume traffic. Residential
collectors should have a R.O.W. of no less than 60 feet while collectors in
commercial and industrial areas should have a R.O.W. of no less than 66 feet.
^ Local Streets comprise all facilities not contained in one of the higher systems.
They provide access to abutting property and serve only low-volume traffic.
Service to through traffic movement usually is deliberately discouraged. Methods
of discouraging high traffic volume include cul-de-sacs, T-intersections, narrow
street widths, parking on both sides of the street and numerous access Points crntc
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C. Physical traces/documentation
Raw Data
Exercise #2
Sandy Doran
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TAX INCREMENT DISTRICT

D. PARTICIPANT- OBSERVATION

PARTICIPANT ORSTOVAT'TniJ
Ui> i^OWNTOWN UrMnA
METHOD
PARTICIPANT OBSERVATION
Statement of Purpose: Obeerving behavior of individuals/group, (users)in the downtown Urbana area. /fe^o^P" ^ ;
Observation areas;
-
watching people (users) use the downtown environment
- what do people do downtown '^^vaxonm x
-
how the physical environment supports or interf^r^s w^ +>, v v .taking place in downtown Urbana.
e e with behaviors
-
spatial areas of downtown Urbana/and how they affect the participants
DATA COLLECTION
iKiTeii Sfsik^f
'?h:'?oaj:isfiri\'?ft^'f'?r^°^ "^^-* «—*«^
took place.
rollowing s a list of the areas where observatior
1
.
Lincoln Square - ahopping mall in downtown area
farmers market - held in mall parking lot
2. The Elite Diner
- Elm and Vine street in downtown Urbana
3. Urbana Post Office - Elm and Broadway
4. Bus stop bench - Main and Broadway
5. Courier Cafe - Race Street
6. Main Street
- downtown^ Urbana / numerous locations throughout the
7. Library - Race and Elm.
8. Cinema Theater - on main in Urbana
Overviews of observation sites in downtown Urbana
1. Lincoln Square
- This site was visited in both the morning and
Sr^T2?°°- ^^* ""^^^ ^» * ^igh traffic a^eaproviding areas for shopping and interaction.
2. The Elite Diner
- This site is a small reataurant. This place
seemed to be a local hangout for older peoplein town. This site was visited in the am.
3. Urbana Post Office - Served as a stopping point for many peoplethat were in the area. I observed severalfriendly conversations in the morning whileat this site.

4. Bub stop - Mainly observed people using the mass transit system.
Very little traffic other than bus users, but car
traffic was heavy. This site was visited in both the
morning, afternoon, and evening.
6. Main Street - This was a low traffic area, with very few shoppers,
not much activity during the morning, afternoon, or
evening.
7. Library - There was a light flow of users in this area. This site
visited in the morning.
8. Cinema Theatre - This theatre is a dollar theatre, showing slight"
outdated movies. The theatre seems to draw a
good crowd in the evening.
^ S/fV^- n
When observing behavior In the physical environment of downtown Urbana a
number of different kinds of data can be generated. People's (participants
activities and the relationships needed to substain them are Important
factors. Other factors considered might Include the following; regularltie
of behavior, the expected uses and new uses of downtown Urbaria, misuses of
exsisting places, and behavioral opportvinities and constraints that specifi
environments provide. These factors aid in the Interpretation of the
collected data.
ESUI;
The downtown area of Urbana can be devlded into two major zones.
The Lincoln Square area draws a larger user popvilation. The mall provides
areas for shopping, eating, and Interaction. The mall creates an aesthetic
environment that helps to unify the shops and provide a plesant downtown
experience.
The main street area of downtain Urbana is very expansive, a unifying "y
element is lacking to tie the whole downtown area together. Many void i/
areas, vacant buildings, and large open areas exsist. There's no tiniformity
iLn buildings and etreetscapes. Shopping areas are very limited, not
Isnough variety to draw a lot of users to the area. The people i observed
5eemed to have a reason for going to the area but did not spend time
shopping the downtown businesses.
|;ONCLUSIONS
'he downtown Urbana Area is not a dynamic area. It has little to draw
high volume of users to the area. There is a problem in the variety
f businesses in the downtown area. The downtown area shows many signs
8 age and deterioration. This all would aid in a negative image of the
owntown area. There exsists in the area many areas void of seating,
egetation, and personalized areas. With such an expansive area a unifying
lement is needed to tie the downtown area together.
•^6

EVALUATION OF METHOD
The method of participant observation looks at how a physical environment
I
supports or interferes with behaviors taking place within it. We should be
aware that their are many side effects that the setting (environment) has
on relationships between individuals and groups (users).
By the participant observation being done by a single. observer, I feel that
some bias does result in my analogy of the observations and data. I feel
however that other research methods combined with this method would help to
support and strengthen my findings and conclusions.
PESIGN RECOMMENDATIONS >V ' ^Ji""^' \
1, The City of Urbana has already began steps to upgrade and \inify the
downtown area. More detailed work will be needed to unify the downtow
area,
2, A code might be implemented that would require all businesses to mainta
and adhere to a regional downtown planned development,
3, New businesses must be drawn to the downtown area in order to create
a- strong business district. This would aid in attracting jnore user
participation.
4, The downtown Urbana area needs to be studied to increase a more aesthet
ly pleasing environment. This could be accomplished by developing more
personal and interaction areas using benches, vegetation, fountains
sculpture, etc..
PARTICIPANT OBSERVATION SITE DATA
Saturday October 13, 1984
Observation time - 7:00am - 9:00pm total hours in observation
leather condition - overcast/cloudy and drizzle.
14
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E. ETHNOGRAPHY

I.
METHOD
The data for this report was obtained through a series
of 3 informal interviews with Mr. Pete Lessarius, who is the
manager of the Elite Diner which is located on the corner of
Vine and High in downtown Urbana. The Elite, which opened only
a year ago last October, is an authentic recreation of the
"streamlined", stainless steel roadside diner of the 1940 's and
'50's. It has already become a popular spot for many different
groups of people, including downtown shoppers and workers,
because of its good "honest" food and its nostalgic decor.
Because of the fact that these interviews were con-
ducted in the diner while Pete was "on duty" so to speak, a
tape recorder was not used because of its obtrusiveness.
Therefore all of the information contained here was recorded
either in brief note form, or information and impressions were
written down immediately following the interview. A large
factor in choosing this type of data collection is, time.
(Both the interviewer and his subject had definite restrictions
on this valuable commodity) . Transcribing tape recordings is a
very time consuming process, and thus, in the interest of brevity,
note taking and impression making are our chief methods of data
collection.
Data analysis was then a process of transcribing our
notes into an organizational outline, and finally into this report.
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II.
RESULTS
Pete Lessarius appropriately enough is a hands on
manager in his diner. He makes shakes, fills in at the grill,
answers the phone and rings the cash register; asking, to make
sure as the customer pays, that everything was satisfactory with
their meal. He is very concerned, as any good restaurant manager
should be about the quality and consistency of the food and service
in his diner. After we explained to Pete what our purpose was,
he was more than happy to discuss the downtown and his little
part of it with us. We talked about a downtown image. Pete
thinks that two words define a downtown image for Urbana; Lincoln
Square. This is, and should remain the foundation of the down-
town according to Pete. When asked about what kind of stores he
would like to see move into the downtown, he said that he would
like to see more small specialty shops run by entrepeneurs or
partners in the form of shoe stores, clothing, sporting goods
and maybe a nice bookstore. Pete thinks that the Art Mart in
Lincoln Square is an example of how well such a store or busi-
ness can do if it really wants to in Urbana. Of the banks in
the downtown Pete says that they are now a fact of life and we
just have to live with them. But he thinks that Busey Bank and
Champaign County Bank do a pretty good job of promoting and
sponsoring activities either on their own property or in the
downtown. We then talked about the Chamber of Commerce because
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we had noticed his membership plaque on the wall. Pete's feel-
ing about that organization is that are very accomodating and
willing to help but that their actual power and/or ability to do
anything substantial is limited. Later we talked about how de-
velopment in downtown. Pete is against any city government
involvement in this type of situation, being a perfect example
of free enterprise at worl himself with the Elite. But he is in
favor of the Downtown Development Council and The Downtown Banks
cooperating to provide low interest loans for businesses wishing
to locate in downtown Urbana. Another thing that Pete opposes
is any kind of freeze on further shopping plaza area or develop-
ment. This again is an unnecessary muzzle on the free enterprise
system. He thinks that the motive of such a move is good, and
would help the downtown but just doesn't think that a freeze is
the tool to do it with. Rather, he supports the current street-
scape project and hopes that the new atmosphere and attitude will
attract new business. One thing, strangely enough that Pete
thinks that there are enough of in downtown Urbana is eateries.
He says that the number is adequate to serve downtown. When asked
about if more businesses moved into the downtown could more re-
staurants be successful he said maybe but added that any place that
serves good food at a fair price, is clean and has any kind of
atmosphere will make it Pete is justifiably proud of his diner the
Elite and intends to be right where he is right now for quite a
while.
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III.
CONCLUSIONS
In reaching some conclusions about the past, present,
and future states of retail commerce in downtown Urbana. Lets
look at some of Petes general observations; 1) Lincoln Square is
the image and anchor of the downtown Carson's is the store.
2) Market Place is the major competitive force opposing Urbana 's
downtown not downtown Champaign. 3) The streetscape currently
under construction is going to help the downtown now and ^n the
future by making Urbana a pleasant place to shop and by attracting
new business relocation into the downtown. And finally that
free-enterprise is what makes it all work. And in the end will
prevail according to Pete. It might need a helping hand with new
bricks and lights and low interest loans to get started but the
people, the consumer and the merchant are the ones who will or
won't make the downtown go round.
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IV.
METHOD EVALUATION
This method of research (ethnographic interviews) like
any other offers pro's and con's to the researcher. On the
positive or pro side, this type of methodology is simple and
uncomplicated, once the interviews or the "relationship" has
begun. And, at least in this case, it was a most interesting
and enjoyable experience for the interviewer to meet and in
turn, get to know someone like Pete Lessarius. Visiting the
Elite Diner now, will be even better, because we now have a
friend there. Naturally the information obtained from the inter-
views is inheritly biased because it represents the views, opinions,
and perceptions of an individual. But, Pete is most obviously a
well informed, intelligent person, as well as a successful
restauranteur and in our view choosing or obtaining him as our
informant was at once good luck and a good decision.
On the con side, I would say that this type of research
is probably best conducted over the course of an entire semester
or even year in order to establish a more trusting, confiding
and mutual friendship. Time once again, did not allow for the
formation of such a relationship or the opportunity to ask
"enough" questions of Pete, who was constantly being called away
to perform his duties at the cash register or shake machine during
our interviews.
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V.
DESIGN RECOMMENDATIONS
Based on our conversations with Pete we would make the
following Design Recommendations; 1) Continuation and Completion
of the Urbana Streetscape currently under construction, Pete
felt the attractive setting might attract new merchants to the
downtown area also because it demonstrates Urbana 's commitment
to make the downtown viable once more again. 2) Possibly
attracting another quality anchor store like Carson's intJ) or
near the downtown area Pete thinks many other merchants share
this view. (personally we feel this viewpoint is somewhat
questionable) 3) Provide low interest loans and financing through
the downtown development council and the downtown financial in-
stitutions in order to make it easier and actually possible for
new businesses to move into and renovate and/or restore vacant
downtown buildings in the manner of the Cogdal & Hobbs Real Estate
firm located on the corner of Broadway and Main streets. and 4th)
and finally to open up parking along the streets by doing away
with the parking meters which penalize people for spending time
in the downtown area. (Market Place obviously has free parking)
.
Also possibly preserving some open parking in the new parking
garage- Pete tells us that about 80 spaces are already rented.
It would be detrimental and unfortunate if the entire parking
garage was a rental lot for banker and lawyers Cadillacs and
Oldsmobiles.
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F. BEHAVIOR OBSERVATIONS

'cf^V^ ]
EEHAVIOR OBSERVATIONS IN DOWT^'TOhT.' URBANA
^:FTHOD
We did behavior observation in the downtown Urbana area.
Our preliminary stage enabled us to find the location from which
to observe, to test some methods of tabulating people's behavior
,
and to select appropriate times of day. First, we went throurh
town to find some key locations, several of which were not
acceptable due to construction. We also decided that tfie corners
were too busy because of travel and not use. In addition, we
co'jIc not see what people were doing farther down the block.
V.e chose a mid-block location in front of the theater bpcauce
w£ could observe tne entire block and how the people usee it.
The participant-observer study indicated that use varied Vetwccr
weekdays and weekends as well as through time of day arc user
type. IVe chose six hours on a weekday and six hours cr a wec};e:-^
for a comparison. The times selected were:
8:00 am - 9:00 jtm
11 :0C am - 12 1 00 pm
12:00 pm - 1 :00 pm t
i^:00 pm - 5:00 pm
5:00 pm - 6:00 pm
?:00 pm - 8:00 pm
(jr reason for selecting these times was to get a cross-secticn
cf activity rar.rinr from people cominfr to work, lunch hour,
afternoon shcpninr, clocinr and dinner hour, and "rirht life".
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We researched different techniques for reccrdinf behavior
observations and found that mapping and a tabulation forrr, were
the most appropriate. Prom these examples we developed a map
and a checklist. The map shows the downtown area along Main
Street from the intersections of Main/Race and Kain/?roadway.
See Figure 1.
The checklist was divided into columns for time, men,
women and comments on demographics. More than one entry per
line indicates that these were groups of people by sex anc the
comments described their age, race, activity, socioeconor.ic
level, and miscellaneous observations. A dividing line -in
the time section was dra\\T; after every ter. rr.ir.'jteE. See Figure 2.
DATA COLLFCTIC:
The data war collected on:
Friday, October Ip, I'^-Sk
8 1 00 aiT. - 9:00 an., 50^, partly sunny, windy, cole
11:00 ar - :2:00 pm, 35°, sunny and windy
12:00 am - 1:00 pm, 60
, sunny and windy
4»00 pr - 5»00 pm, 60 , sunny and windy but nice,
south sidewalk was shaded
5jOO pm - 6:00 pm, 60°, sunny and cold,
north sidewal): war shaded
7t00 pm - 8:00 pm, 53°
Saturday, October 2C, 19^^^
EtOO ar; - ^-.00 a::., ^'^°, overcart
31:00 ar, - 12:0: rn.. '-9^. cvcrcart, lirhi r:-ir. teri'.c, il:^C
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4:00 pm - 5«00 pr;, ^7^, cloudy, rair.y, windy
5«'00 pm - 6:00 pm, ^5 , cold wet, rainy, slight breeze
7i00 pm - 8jOO pm, 44°, cold, wet, rainy
Between the day of our preliminary observation and data
collection days, construction shifted into our site of obser-
vation. The sidewalk between the middle alley and the corner
of Main and Broadway on the south side of the street was removed
and two mid-block trees were cut down. We chose to remain at
our planned position because the construction v.-as taking place
in front of an empty building and a parkinr garape. U'e felt
that street life was not greatly affected by the constrsctior.
except for poesibly a greater amount of mid-block crossing.
After our preliminary observation we decided not tc count
the vehicle traffic as it was unmanageable to consider bet:.
vehicles and pedestrians. V.'e did note the nur::ber cf bicycles.
RESULTS
We first changed our ten minute intervals into thirty
minute groupings to make the data more manageable. U"e found a
total population over the twelve hours of 1299 people. Peak
times on Friday were at 8:00 am - 8:30 an, 12:00 - 12:3^' prr.,
and 4:00 pm - S'OO pm. On Saturday, the peak times were 11:00 am
- 11:30am, 4:00 pm - 4:30 and 7:00 pm - 7 00 pn,'. The latter tv/o
times refelcted a matinee ending and the early show beginning.
Plus slightly more men tended to use the area than women.
See Table 1, Graph 1.
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V.'e categorized the ages as childrer, school -aged, young,
middle-aged and elderly.
Children (C) - preschoolers
School-aged (S) - first grade through high school
Young (Y) - approximately 20 - Jk years
Kiddle-aged (M) - approximately 35 - 60 years
Flderly (F) - approximately 61 and above
On Friday, 76fc (Y - 38?!-, V. - ^3%) of the users were young
to middle-aged with IS/' elderly and 9'^- schoo] -area and children.
On Saturday, 76;;^ (Y - kUf., K - yi'"-) of the userr were young to
middle-aged with I^a elderly and 10-' school -ared and children.
See Table 2.
Participant observation suggested th3;t racial integration
might be significant. however, in twelve hourr we obser\'ed
33 orientals and P9 blacks. See Table 3.
As far as individual versus group use, about half the
people were alone and about one- third of the people were in
pairs. See Table h.
We tried to seperate users by activity, i.e., business-
person, worker, shopper, student. However, in many cases it
was difficult to classify users. If interested, refer to
comment sections in the checklists (Appendix 1),
C ONCLUSIONS
In the course of our observation periods, we were surprised
tat the nuiT.bers cf userc in the dov.Titov.r, arei - ar average of one
'hundred people ai. hcur . Although cur atterr'. ".: clascify users
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was unsuccessful, in general the weekday use was dominated by
business-people coming to work in the morning, going to lunch
around noon and leaving their business as night. Shoppers were
spread throughout the day and students were seen more frequently
in the afternoon. There was also a substantial number of blue
collar workers using the area besides the street construction crev.-.
The sidewalks were used mainly for traveling between two
points and not so much for window-shopping that we could observe.
The corner? h£.d the greatest amount of pedestrian traffic but
neither corner served as a congregating point. The bus stop in
front of Chamjairr County Pank was the closest thing to be used
as a gathering jcir.l. However, the Katery and Smitty's Farber Shop,
both mid-bloc} .•^rinesses, served as conversation spots for local
users. Perhajr tK barber and the cook act as what k'illiam V.Tiyte
calls a "n:a>-cr " cf the place. We noticed people checking in
during the c:.y to chat, especially elderly and working class people.
ether businesses that attracted a fair amount of users were
the jewelry ctoreii. Color Artistry (women's beauty salon), the
florist shcp, the optical shop and the paint store. The theater
was the or.ly ^uFir.esc on the block that was opened at night.
The adjacent Llcck to the west had more night life due to Pagliai's
Pizza anc The Cffice (bar). Some of the other businesses with
least use vert the five law office, the insurance-real estate
office, tvo title companies and the architecture offices,
^ Kcr; u:-:r:. ca: '. for a single purpose. They would park
tneir car, r: \c i r1ore, return to their car and leave. There
war- nothi: : - r : j : ther. want tc stay and look around. People
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tended to walk through town without stopping because there were
no real attractions. One quarter of the street was taken up
by a parking garage and a vacant building, there were three
other Btores that were vacant and several other businesses did
not encourage user interaction (closed blinds or poor window
displays).
Vehicle traffic was moderate to heavy most of the time,
but not so severe that people could not cross the street freely
at the alley. There was a lot of mid-block crossing that the
construction did not hinder. Casual conversation occured or.
the sidewalks, in front of businesses with chop ov.rierE ar.c yL-':.
drivers of cars.
There was a substantial amount cf thrcufh I'icycle traf:"::,
much of which used the sidewalks instead cf the street.
EVALUATION OF MFTHOD
In general, we found that the method cf behavior observation
is useful for getting numbers of users by are, sex, race, or
groupings. Our checklist made us more aware of what was goinr
on by focussing our attention on each user for a specific purpose.
The map was good for tracing a path or locating, congregating
places but difficult to use in conjunction with the checklist.
The most valuable part of our observation checklists was the
comment sections and summaries. Sheer numbers simply cannot
catch the variety or aetails of people's brhavicr.
Record ir," behiviors v.itlj per:cil and p3.rcr v.-ac difficult
during the peel: tirrer. By recucinr a user tc' a number, v,c Ic^i
a lot of acta:? "l-'vord the are and sc::. ' Fir'-lly. tai:i*:r sts't ::;' ". '~-
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over twelve hours on two different days should not necessarily
be extrapolated to represent use over much longer time periods.
RTCOMMe^DATIONS >|^
The downtown area has a lot of potential for becoming quite
lively. The first step in revitalization is to identify the ,
desired user groups. Py doing this, one can identify the types
of businesses to recruit to attract those users. In general,
we recommend discouraging offices like law, real estate, or
insurance on the street level and encouraging people attracting
businesses like toy stores, pet shops, restaurants, etcetera.
Once these busineSDes are in, they will help strengthen the
DowntovvT. image that is tc b€' developed. This is necessarily an
evolutionary process but some recommendations for physical improve-
mentr are a? fellows:
- bur stop seating and shelter
- mid-tlocl: crossv.'alk
- bike racks
- improve lighting
- seatirif in potential gathering places
- av,Tiinrs for protection from weather
- more vegetation
- redesign the Champaign County rani: plaza
- rehabilitate old smaller scale buildings instead' of
build inr nrv, monolithr.
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COGNITIVE M\PS

COGNITIVE MAPS OF DOWNTOWN URBANA
In this exercise a sample of forty Individuals completed
cognitive maps of the downtown area. The sample included twenty
Champaign-Urbana residents chosen at random and twenty seniors
or graduate students in Architecture or Landscape Architecture.
Students in these two disciplines were selected because they
are specifically trained to be aware and to notice their physical
environment. All the subjects were given a blank 8 /S" x 11"
sheet of paper and the following instructions:
My graduate course, Landscape Architecture
370, "Design-Behavior interaction" is conducting
a study of downtown Urbana, Part of this study
involves recording what people remember, and how
they perceive the downtown area. Please draw a
map of downtown Urbana listing the streets,
buildings, businesses, and anything else you may
recall. Number each item in the order you draw it,
indicate what you feel are the "boundaries" of
downtown Urbana, Limit your time to ten minutes
or less. At the bottom of the page list your
occupation, the city in which you live, and
how long you have resided in the Champaign-
Urbaaa area. This study is for academic purposes
and all responses are anonymous.
The city in which the subject lived had absolutely no effect
on the map they drew. The residents of Urbana drew Just as
accurate (or inaccurate) of maps as did the residents of Champaign,
The average length of time the subjects had lived in the
Champaign-Urbana area did not have much of an effect on the
content of the maps. The resident group had lived in the area
for an average of 9»8 years (ranging between 26 and 1,5 years)
while the student group averaged 3«1 years (5 to 1,25 years).
The maps that resulted can be analyzed in many different
ways. This study will look at them from several different
viewpoints. First they will be investigated according to Kevin
Lynch's five components of the city as put forth in his book
The Image of the City , Secondly, they will be looked at as to
their amount of detail they contain. Thirdly, their order and
content will be studied. Finally, the maps and results will
be compared to the visions of the Downtown Urbana Promotion
Committee,

.V In The Imapie of the City « Kevin Lynch states that the five
components of all cities are the district, the landmark, the
edge, the node, and the path. Because downtown Urbana is a district
in and of itself, the concept of district can be overlooked in
this case. Landmarks in this study will include not only historic
buildings, but stores and businesses as well. The edges will
be what the subjects considered to be the boundaries of the
downtown area. Nodes are the gathering areas and Junctions of
activity. The paths in this case are the streets. In the event
that an item could be placed in more than one catagory- such
as Vine Street being not only an edge, but a path also- it
will be considered a member of each applicable catagogy,
\ Landmarks; I
There are many major landmarks in the downtown area such
as the Courthouse, Juraers, Lincoln Square Mall, and many
stores and businesses. The student maps tended to stress
landmarks over other components, but still contained fewer
overall landmarks than the resident maps. For example 15
students named the Courthouse while 18 residents had it. On
an average residents placed l6,8 specific landmarks and students
named 12,6 on average. Even though the student maps tended to
Include a larger area, they contained fewer landmarks,
Edgesj
There was a great variety in what were considered the
edges of downtown. They ranged from the very large- University
Avenue to High Street on the north and south and Cedar to Vine
Street on the east and west, to the very small- Including
only the four square blocks in the center of the downtown.
Unfortunately, many subjects failed to specifically note what
they felt were the downtown boundaries, in which case the extent
of their map was considered to be the edge. The degree of variance
among the student and resident groups was fairly consistant,
however, the students defined a slightly larger area,
|Nodesi__
Most nodes in the downtown area are related to the streets
(paths). The most outstanding street node turned out to be
P>-^

where Springfield Avenue and Main Streets merge together. This
node surfaced on 32 of the kO cognitive maps. The only significant
node not connected with a street is Lincoln Square Mall which
was placed on all but one map- even though it was not always
considered to be within the downtown area,
Ipaths
:/
In this exercise paths are the streets. The residents held
a slight advantage over the students in the number of streets
they drew (8,6 to 7«5) and were better able to name them.
Few students were able to name all the streets they put down.
The residents were more aware of the paths in and through downtown
while the students emphasized the landmarks.
MAP DETAIL
As expected, the degree of detail varied greatly from map
to map. Overall there was slightly more detail (in terms of the
sheer number of items noted) in the resident maps. Each subject
group was able to be more specific in the "center" of downtown
along Main Street between the Courthouse and Race Street,
The average total number of items named by the students was
26.3 and 28 by the residents. The aggregate total for all ifO
subject maps was 27,15 items.
ORDER AND CONTENT
The maps were drawnin many different ways and styles. This
was due in part to the open-ended format of the exercise.
Unfortunately, some people did not include the streets while
noting the order in which their map was drawn. Some subjects
neglected to number their maps at all, (This turned out to also
be a good study of how well people follow directions!)
The items which came up most often are assembled on the
following chart. After each item is the frequency with which
it was placed among the first five and second five items
drawn. The 9 maps on which the sequencing was omitted were not
counted on this chart.
^'•U

# TIMES # TIMES
ITEM LISTED FIRST LISTED SIXTH
THRU FIFTH THRU TENTH
1, Main Street 21 16
2. Vine Street U 10
3, Race Street 13 8
4, Lincoln Square 11 13
5, Courier Cafe 8 k
6, Jumers 7 9
7, Busey Bank 7 8
8, Champaign County Bank 7 ^
9, Court House 6 9
10. Elm Street 6 3
11. The Office 5 7
12. Parking Garage ^ n
13, Broadway Avenue ifr 3
14. Service Liquor k 2
15. Urbana Library 3 9
16. Elite diner 3 8
17. Post Office 3 7
18. Champaign County Jail 3 7
19. Paglals Pizza 3 6
20. Springfield IGA 3 5
21, University Avenue 3 if
22, Dunkin" Donute 3 ^
23. Green Street 3 3
These items are also placed on a map of the downtown area at the
end of this report.
ce;

+THE DOWNTOWN LIMITS
As stated in the 'edges' portion of this paper, there was a
wide variation in the perceived boundaries of downtown Urbana,
None of the cognitive maps included as much of the city in
downtownas does the map of the Downtown Urbana Promotion
Committee* The major discrepencies center around Lincoln Square
Mall and the Court House complex. Neither of these two places
are contained in the Downtown Urbana Promotion Committee's
downtown, but each was named to 36 subjects' downtown. Along
these same lines, only one subject had the same southern most
limit to downtown (Illinois Street) as the Downtown Urbana
Promotion Committee, It is clearly evident that the downtown
as defined by the Downtown Urbana Promotion Committee is very
much larger than downtown as perceived by the public. Examples
of subjects' downtown limits can be found in the illustrations
at the end of this study, . 'S'^''
CONCLUSIONS O^y.^^ I <^^
Several conclusions can be drawn from these cognitive maps.
Most obviously, the Downtown Urbana Promotion Committee is
setting its sights too broadly. It's downtown is simply too
large. Perhaps this Indicates that more attention should be
focused on the downtown center.
The maps also demonstrate a lack of unity or central image.
Most subjects could only randomly pinpoint specific buildings
or businesses. Very few could name more than two or three
businesses in a row- even in the downtown center, A clear
image will strengthen the downtown and give it a sense of
place with which the public can identify.
One last conclusion is perhaps the most important. It deals
with the future. It is understood that the principle types
of businesses now being sought to fill the voids in the
downtown fabric are real estate offices, insurance offices,
and lawyers. From analysis of the cognitive maps this would
bring an end to any downtown image. In a downtown already
laden with these types of businesses only three of forty

subjects placed even one lawyer's office on their map. This
unmistaikenly demonstrates that there needs to be a rethinking
of which businesses should be lured to downtown Urbana, Real
estate offices, insurance agents, and lawyers are certainly
not high volume "pedestriaji involving" businesses. There must
be more thought put into what will make downtown Urbana both
profitably and sucessful.
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H-1. INTERVIEWS (1)

v^ K£,THOL
By telephone I arranged appointments for interviews with
five key people involved in thje—Dowjjjtown Urban Hevitaliza-
tion Project: Jeff KarklandJ Mayor of Urbanat Jim withers,
^ vice-president of the [Chamber of Commerce^ETll Kriudener»
sf
> I arborist for the city of Urbana; Bruce Waldeo, iCommunity
.0
"Administrator^ and Joyce Linn, member of the
>•' "
j
Redevelopment Commission. .t
^v ^^ Because some of the appointments needed to be brief, I
^
created a set of five questions based on the suggestions
in Instruction H-1. (See attachment)
DATA AKALVSIS
I shall list each question separately and briefly state
each participant's responses.
From 3 points of view, ^v-hat is your opinion of the present
state of downtown Urbana? Physically, socially and economically
PHYSICALLY
Bruce Waid en
There Is no theme. Many dlffeijnt types of architecture
exist—Jumer's to Champaign County Bank to the turn-of-
the-century buildings to the ones with metal joints typi-
cal of the 1960's.
Bill Kriudener
We have come a long way. However, esthetically and cohe-
sively, we still have a long way to go.
Jim Withers
It's difficult to say because it is torn up now and not
very nice. But in comparison with many other downtown
communities which have up to 50% vacancies, our community
la more appealing. It's in excellent condition now because
of the coveud downtown mall. Before construction began,
the downtown area was even less appealing.

C_lDt«rvicvi Working Sheep/
1. What is your opinion of Downtown Urbana's present state?
a. Physical Appearance
b. Social
c. Economic
2. Who do you think uses the Downtown area?
3. What impact do you anticipate the revitalization projects will have?
4. What kinds of potential users would you want to see Downtown? .
5. What specific businesses would you like to "open shop" in this area?
Name Telephone tf
6. What are the future projections for Urbann?

Kay or Karkland
Right now the downtown area is in a period of turcoil
due to the Phase 1 Redevelopment Project. Before construc-
tion, however, the downtown area was in poor condition,
needing improvementB on the sidewalks, sewers, and light-
ing.
Joyce Linn
We're halfway there. Before reconstruction, downtown
Urbana looked like a "bombed-out disaster area,"
SOCIALLY
Bruce Walden
One of our objectives is to make dow7ito-wn Urbana "a jDeople
place". That's why we have the Corn festival, Illini
Kight, spring events and Christmas events.
Bill Kriudener
Dov,Titown Urbana lacks areas for social interaction.
Champaign County Bank plaza has potential but it needs
work.
Jim Withers
We have social activities such as dances, art fairs, farmers'
markets, antique shows and com festivals.
Kiayor Karkland
We have dances at the Champaign County Bank, a 'Corn Festival,
and a Christmas party on the plaza.
Joyce Linn
We have 5 to 6 promotions. I started the Farmers* Karket
as a community meeting place. But as for the Main Street
area, chatting, walking or meeting for social reasoni does
not occur anymore. As a matter of fact, these activities
do not exist anymore in cities--"a thing of the past".
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_£CONOKICaLLY
Jim Withers
Urbana is in the process of revitalization. It once was
the leading retail center in central Illinois until the
Market Place Kail arrived. Main Street and the Lincoln
Square Kail are now "coining back" along with a changed
attitude of enthusiasm and positive thinking among the
residents.
M ayor Karkland
The economic state of downtown Urbana is "pretty strong"
now. We did have a period of high vacancy. The enclosed
shopping mall is one of the few ir. the country located
downtown, iiome buildings are not well maintained tut
as the economy improves, this situation will also im.prove.
A good demand for space exists but it is net '"overwhelm.ing".
J oyce Linn
The economic situation here has "vastly improved". *<e
are better off than most downtown areas because of our
mall and the high levels of professionals here. The gen-
eral populfetion of downtown Urbana is above average econom-
cally.
Bruce w aid en
The downtown area has some vacancies. Some programs have
been initiated to market them. The overall economy is
"in pretty good shape". The downtown area consists largely
of office/government buildings, and "that's o.k." five
years ago this area was largely retail and "in sad shape".
Now it is "the success story of the state".
Bill yjriudener
Urbana has progressed a long way from five years ago.
It has a strong professional atmosphere but needs an
equally strong retail one. We can't 'com.pete with the
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Marketplace Kail. Therefore, we should develop an atrroe-
phere ujoique unto itself.
2, Who do you think uses the downtown area?
Bru c e Walden
Government and office workers frequent the Main Street
area. Lincoln Square Mall has the retail shoppers. We
have four bars, a restaurant' and a movie for nighttime
activities. Fewer people fi^juent the nighttime activities
than the daytime ones.
Bill Krludener
Professionals like lawyers, architects and bankers use the
downtown area. Conventions at Juger's brin/ in people.
At night the taverns and theatre attract mostly local people,
both blue and white-collar,
Jim Withers
Students and the genEral population of Urbana/Champaign
ae well as Danville and other surrounding areas.
M ayor Markland
Employees primarily use Main Street, Lincoln Square Mall
has shoppers. Convention attendees from Jumer's use the
area too. Urbana attracts people from a fifty mile radius,
but a large percentage are from the town itself.
J oyce Linn
15% of the people that use the area are local resident and
local working people. People of Urbana have "a tremendous
loyalty to downtown".

3. What irr.pact dc you anticipate the revitalization projects
will have?
Bruce Walden
Downtown Urbana is "the focus of the community". The
revitalization projects will give "a new sense of commun-
ity pride'.', economic stability, plus tax revenues,
Bill Kriudener
The projects will facillitate pedestrian traffic but not
at the expense of vehicular traffic, a mistake Champaign
made. We hope to ac^hieve social interaction via install-
ation of congregating spots, to instill confidence in
the business community, and to attract more commerce.
Jim Withers
The traffic flow will increase bringing more people into the
area, thus reversing the declining population. C it has
already done so.)
Kay or Parkland
The revitalization projects will increase the positive
attitude of the residents, because the downtown is the
"focus of the community". Business will become stronger
and the corporate structure will benefit.
J oyce Linn
Urbana residents give "top priority" to the downtown area
because "it reflects the quality of the comjnunity and its
values". The redevelopment will spar economic growth.
4. What kinds of potential users would you want to see downtown?
Bruce Walden
"A major anchor" like an insurance company and a major
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mlltipurpose complex of offices, retail shops, ar.d housinf
units would be what I'd want to see downtown.
Bill Kriudener
iie now have a good professional base and building on that
is fine. I'd like to see the development of commerce to
attract the Charapaign/Urbana resident. To draw shoppers
away from the malls, some selectivity and variety in the
shops are desirable. I would like to see more office
space on the second stories of the buildings. A big con-
cern like a hotel or insurance company located north of
Main Street would be a large draw.
Jim Withers
I would like to see shoppers.
Mayor Fiarkland
In the dov-Titown area 1 would like to see more retail busi-
nesses like smaller specialty, "F.om and Pop" shops.
J oyce Linn
1 would like to see more professional offices, restaurants,
and high quality shops of specialized retail.
5. Vi'hat specific businesses would you like to "open shop"
here?
Bruce V/alden
A large insurance compnay like State Farm would be desirable,
Bill Kriudener
A department store like Robeson's and a "eemi-classy"
restaurant like Paul's in Champaign 1 would like to see
locate in Urbana. Paul's present present location in
Champaign is in a rather run-down area.
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Jim t^lthers
Ideally, I would like to see a catalogue store like J.C,
Penney or Sears.
Mayor Karkland
A sport shop like Lorry's, a hardware store such as Kuey's,
and a pet sr^re would be some of the businesses I would
like to "open shop" in the downtown area.
J oyce Linn
1 would like to see an ice cream parlor like Swensen's or
Farrell's. A good restaurant like the ^Jagic Pan, a specialty
clothing store (none specific) and a crafts shop displaying
the wares of local artisans (again none specific) would
also be desirable.
6. What are your future projections for Urbana?
Bruce Waid en
We will "target efforts to complete the streetscape", seek
loans for remodelling and expanding businesses, and recruit
for the "enterprise zone". "In the next five years some-
thing will happen."
B ill Kriudener
A growing commercial and professional base, some revital-
ization of buildings spurred on by low interest loans,
a strong esthetic quality via streetscaping, greater people
orientation and interaction with core special events and
conventions are some of my future projections. "Jjowntown
will pull together in the next five years."
Jim Withers
Urbana will continue to grow with no vacancies. If the
economy remains sound, then low interest loans will encour-
age new construction and remodelling of the older buildings.
The downtown area will expand north of Kain Street.
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Kay or Markland
Phase 1 of the Revitalization Project will be completed
in the spring. Hopefully, this Phase will "sell the rest
of the phases". Phases 2-5 are still in the planning stages.
These phases may be paid for by private and/or state and
federal funds.
Joyce Linn
A strong government planning as to "things that go together"
I hopefully foresee. Also, perhaps some development north
of Kain Street may happen.
RESULTS
Physical
No theme or cohesion unifies the downtown area. Phase I
of the Revitalization Project is halfway completed.
Before construction, Urbana was in a state of decay.
Social
Urbana encourages people interaction mainly through special
events as the corn and art festivals, farmers' markets,
and holiday festivities.
Economic
Urbcina is in the process of economic revitalization.
5-8 years ago it was in sad shape with a high rate of
building vacancy. Today it has a high proportion of office
workers and professionals which serve the municipal and
county agencies located in downtown Urbana. The enclosed
shopping mall in a downtown location is somewhat of a rarity
in the American scene.

Users
Government and office workers, professionals, students,
conventioneers, and residents of Charipaign and Urbana
and surrounding areas use the downtown area.
Impact
The revitalizatlon projects should improve community atti-
tude. Increase the flow of traffic and thus increase busi-
ness, provide greater social interaction and bring in more
tax revenues.
Potential Users
A major anchor, more professionals, shoppers and specialty
shops would be potential users.
Specific Businesses
State Farm Insurance (or other large insurance company) 328-3500
Robeson's (a department store similar) 351-4200
Paul's Restaurant (new listing, call info)
J.C. Penney (or other catalogue store) 359-6005
Sears (or other catalogue store) 351-6300
Kuey's Hardware (prefer in the Main St. area)
Sw en sen's Ice Cream
Farrell's Ice Cream
Magic Pan Restaurant
Future Pro.jections
I
Future projections for Urbana are the remodelling of older
buildings, expansion of the downtown area north of Main
Street, a growing commercial and professional base, and
greater people interaction via more conventions, special
events, and constructions of meeting places.
li

CONCLUSIONS
The people interviewed are dedicated to the revitalization
of their city. They believe Urbana is now in a state of
economic recovery, the outward manifestation of this
process being the Revitalization Projects. They also
believe they have a strong community attitude to support
these projects and hope to have more private and govern-
mental funds to see the five phases through to their
completion. They wish their city to be people oriented,
vigorous in commercial growth, and very active. The
streetscaping will give a unifying element to the whole
downtown area, tying together Lincoln Square Kail with
Kain Street and pulling together diverse architectural
styles. Downtown Urbana has come a long way and has yet
a way to go. The pervasive mood among the interviewees
is one of optimism.
EVALUATION OF KETHOD
The setting up of appointments via telephone worked out
well. Preparing a limited number of questions targeted
toward a fifteen minute duration also was a wise decision.
Most of the interviewees had tight schedules and thus
could not afford to give any more time than fifteen minutes.
I
Some of the questions proved ambiguous, however. For example,
Question 4 "What kinds of potential users would you want
to see downtown?" was interpreted as people using the facil-
ities or as people supplying the facilities.
The fifth question "What specific businesses would you
like to 'open shop' here?" proved to be a rather delicate
one. Kost interviewees were willing to state general
categories as restaurants, specialty shops, etc. tut were
rather reticent to give specific nerres. ivo interviewees
refused and later reluctantly came up with ont of two
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names to satify the somewhat adamant interviewer.
Question 6 also proved to be unclear. Most interviewees
were confused about the time frame for the word 'future*.
The interview worksheet needed more space for writing. Ky
notes were cramped and thus - sometimes illegible.
DESIGN RECOMKiENMTIONS
I wholeheartedly agree that Urbana needs unifying elements
to tie the downtown areas all together. I feel the street-
scape plan will greatly fulfill this need via tree plant-
ings, brick walks and brick passageways.
I strongly recommend specialty shops in the downtown area
to draw people away from the malls and to give Urbana a
unique 'flavor'.
Meeting places for social Interactipns I would recommend--
i.e. benches, plazas, especially with a focal point like
a fountain or statuary, and green areas such as mini-parks.
Uniform signage and lighting fixtures, especially those
of good taste and character, would also tie together the
whole area and give the specialty shops a unique character.
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H-1. INTERVIEWS (I I
J

>I. Kethod
^
^y '<^ -
A. Data Collection'^' ?- ^r'^- ^^ '^ uV^^' ^' P'
The collection of data with concern to the problem of
solicting information in regard to the downtown Urbana
revitalization, what it woiild require to entice businesses
to locate/relocate downtown and the perceptions of the
downtown environment is fourfold.
First, a series of telephone interviewB were conducted
with both local and national business executive managers/
V' owners. However, let it be said here that availability of
^ > national level executives was minimal within our time con-
V ^straint so therefore the majority of interviews were con-
Y^^y^ ducted on the local level, A list of the people contacted
is included in the appendix.
Second, an in depth interview with Assisant Professor
Peter V. Schaeffer of the Department of Urban and Regional
Planning here at the University of Illinois-Urbana was
conducted. Peter's comments were very insightful and were
most helpful in relizing the why's and how's of the shopping
center complex concept vs. the downtown development concept,
Peter is someone who I think would be wise to contact and
possibly hire as a consultant with the revitalization of
downtown Urbana in mind.
Third, utilizing references available in the Commerce
Library a composite li^t of existing mall orientated shops
and, more importantly, a list of prospective contacts at
the national level "for furthur information was developed.
On this prospective list many businesses, most of which
were not contacted by me, that would have specific depart-
ments dedicated to research and analysis in regard to store
location and merchandising dynamics. Therefore, with the
realization that so much information exists already in this
area it would be ridiculous not to tap it and at the least
allow it to be a base to build upon.
Fo\irth, and finally, a short review of some successful
downtown areas was undertaken and some specific generalities
arrived at by a perusal of some previous student work at
other xiniversities,
B, Data Analysis
The telephone interviews were analyzed by taking the
notes recorded during the interviews and cross-referencing
them to come up with both some general and specific comm-
ents and insights. Interview notes as a result of a two
hour interview with Peter Shaeffer were proven invaluable
and were summarized with key principles rather thanspec-
ific details in mind. Analysis of the composite lists was
limited to a perusal of the information available and how
j
it might be attributed to our situation. Finally, as stated
earlier, an abbreviated review of come previous student
coursework allowed the realization and analysis of some
specific generalities that were synthesized.
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II. Results
The results will be presented here in the same order as
the methodology was put forth.
Results of interviews conducted with local and national
level business executive manager/owners, including Kenneth
Fallon, V.P. in charge of marketing for Fanny Farmer Candy
Shops, Inc., Larry J. Whitty, V.P. in charge of marketing
and store research for Happy Joe's Pizza and Ice Cream Par-
lor, Inc. and Tom Fletcher,' head of marketing for Baskins-
Robbins Ice Cream Co. are presented as follows.
First, in general terms, all interviewees were in concur-
ence as to what types of businesses would be expected to
do well or persist in downtown Urbana and what would be re-
quired to entice these types of businesses downtown. Busi-
nesses with a speciality, businesses with a requirement for
considerable space and a low turnover rate per square foot,
and businesses with a "mom and pop" sort of character are
ones that would be expected to do well downtown. Although
most interviewees realized the revitalization occuring do-wn-
town they were hesitant to state they would be interested
in locating or relocating in downtown Urbana because they
realize traffic volumes after hoxxrs are small.
Specificly, the following statements are sizmumaries of
responses received from the persons listed:
^ 1. Don Tilley, store manager-J.C. Penney, Marketplace Mall
The general urban character of downtown Urbana is
decrepit and undistinguisable. Continuity as a whole
seems to be a problem. He would not be interseted un-
less a better traffic voltome and business climate could
be developed. There are a myraid of other associated
problems to be considered.
' 2. Terri Schott, store manager-Sears, Marketplace Mall
No simple solution is possible, if it was someone would
be a millionaire. However, much more traffic must be
generated after hours as a primary goal.
3. Larry J. Whitty, V.P. in charge of marketing and store
research for Happy Joe's Pizza and Ice Cream Parlor, Inc.
He was not aware of the Urbana situation but of othe-
sitesquite similar, and was subsequently interested.
He was extremely succinct in his answers to ray ques-
tions. First of all, a better coherence to the down-
town area would be required and in addition the es-
tablishment of other businesses with a proven "track
record" would be encouraging. He felt with the estab-
lishment of some other businesses to generate some
traffic in the evening to make up for off-peak daytime
hours a store of their nature could bo successful,
especially with proximity to the University of Illinois
and some student incentives.
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4. Kenneth Fallon, V.P. in charge of marketing: for Fanny
Farmer Candy Shops, Inc.
He was not able to speak with rae very long but
offered one bit of specific information. Shops of his
type have worked well in downtown unenclosed areas
where the climate is more moderate,
5. Tom Fletcher, head of marketing for Baskin-Robbins
Ice Cream, Co.
He expressed an interest with our topic but not
oiir site and stated it sounded as if Urbana had be-
come anothre "\irban desert". By this he meant that
it is a good location for professionals and business
folks and this idea feeds upon itself and doesn't
allow for the development of a retail climate.
6. John Cwaygel, owner-Sailfin Pet Shop
It seemed to him that Urbana was comparable to
Decauter in that things were just left to go for a
period of time with no input and then all of a sudden
a band wagon appears to "revitalize" dov/ntown. He
viewed Urbana as depressed, dreary, and unhumane. He
felt the most pressing concern was to spruce up
downtown Urbana by cleaning it up, injecting some
color and brightening it up. Christmas time is the
only time it looks attractive down there,
7. Ron Springe tt, store manager-Be rgners, Marketplace Mall
From the customer standpoint the big thing is the
preference of an\ enclosed shopping area to an open
street set of shops. People are drawn to malls by
a broad selection of merchandise and are looking for
value for theit dollar spent and this realized easily
in the mall atmosphere. You also make the decision
to cater to a myraid of customers rather than a spec-
ific group,
8. Cookie Killam, owner-Carpet Bam
Rents would be prohibitive for the space required •
to display goods. Satellite shop would be a possibilty
if more night time traffic could be generated.
.9. Bill Malone, store manager-Prairie Gardens
As there is not a florist/gift shop now existing
the continued growth of downtov/n Urbana would per-
haps be enticement enough to think about a location
there. Daytime traffic could be sufficient to keep
the store above water and allow it to develop. The
relative distance to, the parent store would be both
an advantage and a disadvantage,
10. Jerry Thompson, co-owner-Thompson-McClellan:Contemprr
orary Photographs
He had very little to relate except that it seemeB
that downtown was visually very imattractive hodge
podge of styles and motifs.
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Products of _importance generated from my discussion
with Peter were very insightful and centered around
the question, "Why locate in a mall rather than down-
town?".
Mall
-stores are chain type with a standardised product
-unified management is prevalent
-stores have proven track recorde
-stores within a mall are situated in an area where the
concentration of goods is similar
Downtown
-low rent-enhances the plight of stores that need a lot
of room with a low turnover rate
-individual management, often poor
-organic shop character
-traditional role of downtown
Although these are some general characteriBtics they
are just that-general-and shoiild not "be taken as anything
more than just rough guidelines.
The products of the composite listing phase are just
lists and are in the appendix.
Perusal of information regarding La Jolla, Westwood
and Claremont, California yeiled the following results:
Speciality and general retail shops, eating/drinking
establishments, personal services, and office spaces are
the most pertinent considerations business-wise for the
development of a successful downtown environment. In ad-
dition to this ample oppurtunity for socializing should
be provided.
Scale in the human sense is a primary concern along
with the establishment of a overall theme. The introduc-
tion of trees, physical amenities, eteet front continuity
is vital. Also, sidewalks may be developed as open space
and business brought outside onto them. Consensus in his-
torical appeal is important along with the advent of sign-
age with the pedestrian in mind.
III, .Conclusions
In conclusion it would be well worth the effort to in-
vestigate some of the leads generated by the findings that
are documented here; specificly, how traffic volumes in
the evenings may be increased. Although I realize that
the introduction of some of the aforementioned businesses
would be one of the primary generators of this traffic.
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Also, the 9C'-le and continuity of the dowiitown .area, more
so in some areas than others, is out of synch with some
successful downtown areas in other parts of the country.
More physical amenities and pedestrian scale signage is
validated. The introduction of speciality and/or low
tximover per square foot of display area type businesses
would seem to be a step in the right direction,
IV. Evaluation of Method
The telephone interviews were an effective means of
gathering information in a short period of time, although
paradoxically the short period of time severly limited
the range of contacts and therefore responses.
The personal interview conducted with Peter was most
helpful in generating concepts and ideas and was a very
spontaneous information gathering session, so therefore
worked out very well.
Perhaps a real important contribution to this report
was realized by a quick review of previous student anal-
ytical summarizations of somewhat synonymus situations.
Overall, I realized the potential to an exhaustive job
on this project and was happy with the four-pronged ..
approach I developed, . but was frustrated with the time
allowed to delve into the project,
V, Design Recommendations ^ 'vA/V J
Establish continuity as much as possible, at least scal-
ar if not historical also, but still allow for a diversity
of shops. This could possibly be done by the introduction
of codes that would specify widths, heights, etc, for various
features in the downtown environment.
Examples:
-lower speed limits on streets
-no buildings may be taller than three stories
-trees must be provided
-physical amenities shall be provided
-specify sidewalk pavings
-individualized landscaping
-awnings
-establish outside social areas, i.e. table with
an umbrella and a few chairs
Downtown Urbana might look to induce student participa-
tion and patronage of the area by promotional discounts,
discounts with a student i,d., and a myraid of other mark-
eting gimmicks. Students, faculty, and associated liniversity
personnel would possibly form a large portion of the miss-
ing night time traffic component.
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Speciality shops and shops with low dollar per square
foot turnover rates may be poesihilities along with
stores with the "mom and pop" atmosphere about them may
produce a "fun" climate in downtown Urbana and interject
some vitality into the after hovirs environment. Stores
would need to extend their hours to allow this to happen
and perhaps draw on the huge monetary base and spending
capacity afforded by the university and its affiliates.
All in all, I think downtown Urbana teeters on the
brink of pulling out of its problems and this is en-
hanced by the fact that the city government has realized
something needs to be done and has taken some steps that
I believe to be in the right direction.
IIU
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APPENDIX A
Sample Questionnaire
Introduction
- University of Illinois graduate student
- class project
- briefly state why the project is being done
Questions
- what is your impression and/or image of downtown Urbana?
- what would be conducive to your locating/relocating
in downtown Urbana?
- what specificly is required?
- any other pertinent comments?
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APPENDIX B
Listing of existing
shops in malls in Champaign-Urbana
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Apr^endix C
List of Contacts N.ade
John Cwaygel-Sailfin Pet Shop 352-1121
Kenneth Fallon-Fanny Farmer Candy Shops, Inc. (617)275-1300
Tom Fletcher-Baskin-Robbins Ice Cream Co. (312)781-5000
Cookie Killam-Carpet Bam 1-643-2535
Bill Malone-Prairie Gardens 356-74 94
Terri Schott-Sears 351-6300
Ron Springett-Bergners 351-3500
Jerry Thompson-Thompson-McClellan 356-2767
Contemporary Photography 359-6633
Don Tilley-J. C. Penney 359-6005
Larry J. Whitty-Happy Joe's Pizza and Ice (319)359-7511
Cream Parlor, Inc.
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APPENDIX D
Possible Contacts
Perkins Cake and Steak, Inc.
Osco Drug
Sears, Roebuck and Co.
J. C, Penney Co.
P.A.Bergner and Co.
Montgomery Ward and Co.
Zayre Corp.
Zale Corp.
Bob Evans Farms, Inc.
Bonaoiza International, Inc. '
International Dairy Queen, Inc.
McDonald's Corp,
(612)893-
(312)887-
(312)875-
(212)957-
(309)572-
(312)467-
(617)620-
(214)634-
(614)491-
(214)987-
(612)830-
(312)887-
•6200
5000
•2500
4321
•8400
2000
5000
4011
2225
6400
0200
3200
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H-3. INTERVIEWS (III)

L^ -. ^ - -- ^ V /.
U
In planning for a downtown area, it is most yaluabl* to considar th« opinions
of the merchants and professionals who spend the greatest amount of tiae in the
location in question. Therefore, intervleirs were conducted with thirty "business
owners" in the downtown Urban* area.
Mo complete listing of all businesses exists at this tine. However, the
1984 City Directory lists the most current inforaation. Its list of businesses
according to street indicated a wide variety , hence the sample of thirty owners
was derived to include as many types of businesses as possible, among the categories
of professionals, services, retail goods, restaurants, bars, entertainment, and
to include new as well as long established businesses. Three restaurants
were included in order to compare their responses because food has frequently
been mentioned as a major draw for business in preceding discussions concerning
this project. The sample was drawn from three areas of downtown Drbana—ten from
each—the Main Street/Broadway area, Lincoln Square, and the remainder of the tax
increment district. The courthouse/annex, Jail, civic center, poet offiee, parking
deck and one bank take «p about four blocks, separating several businesses in the
Main/Vine/£lm streets area from the business district, so two businesses were
included from that area.
The speeifie selection was thereafter random according to who was open, and
who was available to interview. Two owners declined to interview, one was too
busy, and several required a return visit to meet with an owner or manager. One
business, Carson8,was considered most desireable to interview, since they control
the mall, but it was impossible to ever meet with the manager. In eases were an
owner or manager was unavailable, clerks or workers acting as managers who
expressed interest were interviewed.
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The interview was based on five open-ended questions desiened to evoke the
owner's general inpression of downtown Urbana, their views on the revitilitation
efforts, and their ideas on how to attract aore people to the area. The question*
were loosely adhered to, in order to encourage the person to naturally show
soae connections. Many tines questions did not have to be asked because they had
already been answered. Some questions were followed by prompts, in order to
mlniaize "don't knows" and slowness, to clarify the question, and to keep the
interriew short, as promised, and eo as not to interfere with the day's business.
In addition, two other Items on the questionaire were not asked. of all respondents.
The busiest days/times was diseovered to be a more time-consuming question than
anticipated. And the name of respondent was dropped after several people seemed
uneomfortable with it.
AJJALISIS OF DATA
The first question was the most generalo Some people seemed surprised by it,
and some were confused. The answers were varied and are seen listed in no
particular order, but simply give an idea of how people "feel" about Urbana.
The eoaments about the «lty offieials wore not prompted. However, these responees
were not necessarily made for this question, but nay hare been made later in the
interview. For purposes of clarity, responses have been grouped with the most
applicable subject or theme.
Question two was asked in order to determine which changes were most noticed,
as well as to get an idea of what is desireable or successful in the minds of
the businesspeople. The last portion of the question, concerning how the
basiness was doing did not seem particularly informative, as responses ranged from
fine to better, with several indicating that the factors involved were not
necessarily connected to downtown Urbana,
Questions 3»^» *nd 5 were interrelated in drawing a response about the
respondent's perception of the future, as well as to make thea think about the
12U

^roblart, and th« dlffieulty In fin,iln{ solutloni. ijuestlon lhr»« was interpreted
to refer to both Bhoppers/user* and buslneei people, Nuaber foar did not draw a
large response. Question five had several purpose*. One was to conpare ideas
about future businesses with the ideas mentioned by key representatives (see
fomar section H-1). Also, It was hoped that nerchants would have son* good
ideas based on sound business Judgaiient. In addition, this question was neant
to lighten the aood and leave people thinking about possibilities.
RESULTS
Following 6r« the results of the interviews, arranged according to prevelant
themes.
General lapresslons of the Orbana Business Area
ymalT
spread out - not convenient to walk from one end to another
great
has jpotentlal
OK
pleasing ataosphere
slow
sleepy
alive
beautiful
aore vital than nany towns
in the process of rebuilding its character
terrible
no business
in a natural transition
inproving
dying
healthy core of workers and shoppers
chaotic
has evolved into a service area, rather than retail
Comments on City Officials or Planners
not attuned to the needs of business
city council discourages business
should work with the merchants
excellent planning
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city cod«s and ordinar.ci?8 »re too 6crtet
hirassnent of resrchanis
On RevltJLLlzation and its Sffectg
people are inrolTed and holpinj each other
•ti^njthens the coaraunity
the Carle thuttle helps downtown Urban*
the town Is nore attractire
8treet»cape
parklnf deck
brick gidewalks
brown paint
pavlnj
plantings
inprorinj the traffic access
new jail
new conrontion center
shop fronts on Broadway
should not have waited so long to make irapj-orements
pleasant enrironaent for people who are already downtown
cosmetic changes raay not work
should concentrate on businesses before physical changes
physical inprorements are a waste of reoney
bank plaza is too large
sidewalks dont's need to be torn out or be made brick
construction has been going on too long
should do less construction at one tine
construction is hurting business now
should not be doing all this tearing up right before the holidays
construction takes up the parking spaces
physioil improvaaents will inprore the business
phjrsieSl iiapix>Ter»ents won't change the business
promotions and fliers are beneficial
additional improTcments are needed
lighten the oity code on signs and building
fill raeant stores
concentrate on keeping existing business
lower rents
longer time on meters
repair and maintain the alleys (owner has noticed rodents)
loans for remodeling
parking closer to stores
fewer re8ei*re parking spaces
parking deck unnecessary
garage says "full" when it isn't
first floor was supposed to have stores
conflicting goals—proriding parking for shoppers or for town employees
Ideas on Attracting more People to Downtown
upgrade Lincoln Square
promote parking deck; make it free in the evening
promotion of businesses
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free pirlcinj
more festiTal*
fill •rapty atororronts
dnco»r*te landlords to rent on fair terms
renoTste the alleys
cooperatire adverLising in the newspaper
loosen zoning laws
liye music or •ntertainnent
window shopping
more professionals in town
appeal to indiriduals, not the region
anjrthing
nore laediun and high priced stores
food and liquor in Lincoln Square
Christaas walks, carolling, free cookies for kids
more working together
appeal to the caapus
increase the traffic
appeal to the affluent and those fron other countries
"class"
appeal to the younger crowd
create more space—tear down the banks
establish a theme, such as "old tines" or "international"
advertise with signs — some people can't find Lincoln Square
sidewalk sales
change the city council
nothing can be done
Things to be Restricted In Urbana
no mors sweet com festivals
haircuttera
attomays • clients don't shop
mediocre businesses
franchises
stadents > not enough parking
porno
Suggested Stores
leather goods
restaurants
McDonalds
hardware
men's clothing
exclusive woman's clothing
dime store
radio shack
drug store
flowers
children' s store, toys
yam
boutiqas
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ScJlly and Scully
theatre
bovling alio/
professional fashions
cloth
Carriage Lane
larja retail
bar
ice craan
shoo shine
international foods
German deli
craft
tobacco
CONCLUSIONS
The business people in downtown Drbana hare differing riews about the area
and its future. Sone feel that the physical Improrements will help, but not all
feel that It will inproTO business. Others feel that money is wasted on these
physical change», that there should be more done to help existinf businesses and
a stronger attempt to attract new business.A few expressed a feeline of
tofethemess and worldnj together, but more seemed Independent, and not inrolTed
in planning together. About a third of the respondents roiced finistration with
the oltjr ia its polioies. Two of the thre« restaurants were highly orltioal.of
the costs of these pi^ojects. One is losing business due to construction. Some
of the crltleisns are rallid ones, and the city should seriously consider this
input. It does not appear that the city keeps auch contact with existing businesses
in ox^ler to sake the transition period easier.
These business people hare offerred some helpful ideas on developing the
downtown area. They appear to lean toward saaller, specialty stores and
restaurants, as do two of the influential officials. (H-l). But still, they see
a key to bringing more people to town as being more supportire of the businesses,
especially in promotional efforts.
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IikVXLUATION OF MSTHOD
The interrlew conducted with open ended questions Is useful In gatherinj a
ifld» ranje of responses, and the structure allows crlticisra, which is often
constructiTO, but not always sought. A rery important factor in the success of
reritilizfttion efforts is the support of the business coi^nunlty. The very fact
that they hare been able to surrive or thriTc when tines ar« hard says something
abo«t their knowledge of the factors involved. Their ideas should be very helpful
in planning for the future.
It is somewhat difficult to meet with some business people who are very busy,
and perhaps their answers wjuld have differed from the manageri/workerso However
all of these people have valuable insights into this issue of chang» for growth.
This t/pe of interview can also be inefficient because of waiting, returning,
and being interrupted. It is also difficult to correctly anticipate non-peak
hours of business. However, most people were very cooperative, and few refused
to participate.
One itea which sometimes came up, but otherwise iinknown, was whether the
business person was highly involved with the redevelopment commission. This may
have biased some answers.
Also, with this type of method, it is difficult to gauge the importance of
various answers, since people give aar^y responses, to some questions, bat fewer to
others. Qearcut corr*ellations or peresntages are not possible
DESIGN RSCOMMENDATIONS
Urbana should actively promote its downtown area in spite of present
construction efforts. Now, more than ever, businesses need to bring in people
I
before they get out of the habit of using the Urbana area. Especially with the
holidays approaching, several special events should be_jjlanaed,
—
ThT ntw rTV^"!
deck should be promoted with free parking. \ Vfl.ndows of the ei^y stores should
either be rented to displays(perhaps mall stores could advertise on Main Street),
^
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or usad in * design conpetition among artists or students (painting the
windows, or other typos of artistic display). Street walks could be organized,
with free hot cider or food to encourage people to co:*e to Urbana.
3^ Two other areas which should be addressed initediately are remodeling
loans for existing businesses, and consideration of the various ordinances and
codes which nuy be preventing new businesses from locating in Urbana. Also,
there should bo an attempt to provide loans to start new small businesses.
In the warmer weather Urbana night consider some additional uses of the
parking deck. It is in the strageic location which connects Lincoln Square to
Main Street. Perhaps the farmer's aarket could be hold there, or •ntertaia'iont,
or an outdoor cafo, anything to provide a bridge between the two business areas.
il»o, irtijr not 1x7 «oae horse drawn carriages on the less busy streets. There
1b an annual international fair held at the university which appears to be
successful. Trying more things like this will help test Interest for such
Iteas In Orbana.
Xf inother possibility Urbana ought to consider is maximizing the potential of
lis alleyi. There is one residence which Is located on the allegr behind Cogdall
and Robbs which shows what a difference some upgrading in this area can make.
Many businesses ar« located In alloys now. These narrow passages could bo
I
Tory pleasant for strolling. There la an alloy which cuts north from Main Street,
hslfway between Race and Broadway, which is just waiting to lead somewhere.
^'"".v'.
r^-
v^'
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IKTZRVI3W— DCVT^rOWN l^RSkHk 3UISN2SSES
busin«8s/5tor»
address
»ervi««8/good8 off«rr«d
naa© of owner/aanager
Quaber of years cxistinc
busiest days/times
It' General impression of downtovm Urbana business area
b compare to years past
I
« general assessment of the city' s planning policies
2 On revitallzation
a Which changes the nost suecessful
b whieh planned changes should not be inpleitented
« How will present plans for titprovlng the downtown area affect your business?
d How is your business doing now?
;3 What do you feel Drbana should do to attract more people to the downtown area?
(| Are there any types of businesses that you feel Urbana should limit or exelude
from the downtown area?
5ft Do you own any other Businesses? (type, location)
Sb If you
eould have another business ia Drbana, what would it be?

TYPES OF BUSIK 555as IlfTJ^tVIEWK)
MA.IN STRji^r AREA
office supply
leather shop
bank
used computers
flower shop
Jewelry stors
pizza parlor
print shop
architect
restaurant
LINCOLN SQUARE
drugstore
men's clothing
fabric store
gift/food shop
record store
bookstore
woaen's clothing
five and ten
insuranee
hotel
OTHER LOCATIONS
bridal govms
blksshop
furniture
theatre
tavern
attorney
pluiobing/heating
restaurant
grocery
restaurant
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H-4. INTERVIEWS (IV)

Interviev.'s v.'ith i^otential Dovmtov,Ti Users
Fall 19P,4
Department of Landscape Architecture
Rick Lo\/e and Tina Pieczko
I. RESEARCH riETHOD
"r'Sei-. on the nrevious "^hases of research ve develo'^ad a s'r.ort
nuestionaire to study ho'-; T^eo:->le vie'.-.'ed dovmto'-m IJrbanp , 'There they
nresentlj' shon for different items end v;h?t future develo'^nent in
the dovrnto^-m area v;ould encoura-.e them to use it more freruently.
This survey v.'?s developed in part by the ertarnnle fron t'le one done
for the Cit:* of Ontario ( ?.ee Anthony, Ontario Cit^- Purvey).
OriTinclly vre '-'ere inten^linq to interview-' lOO reo'^le '-t the
'ar'-et ^lace Tall. This ^rou*-. would '-c-^e fully consist of no more
than one-third students so that ve could ^-^t -: f^ood local resident
oainion. The survey itself consisted of three '^acres of ruesti'ons
that contrary to our ori'-'inal thoughts, took only an'-roximately
five minutes to fill out in?='tead of lo to 15 minutes.
As is common for this t-^ne of research, even ''ood i^lans must
change due to unf?vora''le conditions. After contactin.'- the I arket
Place Vail manager "'e foun'^ th^t it •-s totally ^<~^inst the "'all's
•jolicj' to allovr ?ny tyne of surveyinr on any of their ^-roaerties
(vhich basically runs ur^ to '^oute 74) .
As c.n alternative, it v'"s su-'-.-ested '-/e tr;',' - linited tele'~hone
survey, but due to our tip-^e constraints, the IJni^'ersity Survey he-
rartment advise.: us t'-.at t'-'is '.-as rot -^ossibl^^
.
Our ner.t attenct focuse'"' on Oam-'ustovn tryin^ to administer
foe orir;inal survey. "e thou'-ht this mifht be = less biased area
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than either Ch^.mnainn or Urbana an'! v/e could noGsibly limit stuient
participation to 50^-^. Unfortunately, the heavy rains and cold v/eathe:*
limited most of the normal activity in this erea on Saturday and
Sunday so a^ain our nlans vrere thwprted.
Eventually v;e decided to administer hclf of the surveys outside
the south entrance to Lincoln Souare "lall (because surveys were not
allov/ed inside the buildin.-r) from 2 to 5 nm on T'onday 10/?!,? and the
other half of the surveys to U. of I. dormitory residents and facult".
The total number of surveys collected vere 5^^. Of these, P?''
vere eitber Urbana residents or c-ttended the University. ^'ue tr. th'3
si^lit nature of the survey are.?, the bi^^h nercent'^'--:e of "tu^'ents as''-''
and the relatively small number of total people surveyed, ve reco.fni?.-^
that our findin'^s are ^urely oninions dra'-/n fran s sm.all fe'- ';bo 'v-.y
or may not '"^e rei'^resentative of the v/hole. This bias must b,e con-
sidere'i in our results so tbnt more or less i" not read into them..
In an?'l>'sin'^ our results •re V-'et^-sn by comr-ilin- the survovs rn''
tctalinr; the ans'-.'ers. '''e mi'-'.ht note thrit the -^^urveys vero structure"
so that the c}?tp. could be e.-'sily fe-i into a comnutor and more fully
analysed. A-ain, this v.'.-^s not -'one due to time ani lack of fun'-^i n''^
,
ho'.'ever, coi/lr' certainly '^e c-jti .are? of further "or!: ^nd stU'^y. Oner-
vre totalled our numbers, '.'e fou.n''^ ^/hat '^ercentt-'~e of the '^eo-'le '^-r-
ket e^cb .-^ns'.'er. In some c^ses these f^ercenta-.-^s -lo not -'"•'''' ua to
loQ^' 'irecause some -'ns^^ers v:ere omitted, or ansvere^' mor-^- f'^^.-^.n once,
"acb one, hc'ever, is brscd on the 54 surve^-'s a^'ministered
.
II. RliiGLfl.TF".
^-ener^lly '"e foun'^ th"t the m.^.iority of ^eoale surve^'ed '•.^re
••omen ('^o'') ^n^- a'^ed bet'-een 2o to 50 years ol^' (58'"). "e did -^ur-
•/e'' 125' :-'hc "'ere over 51 '~ut these -^^onie ••'ore difficult to surve;''
rue to the outside ^.'eatber con.'iitions and the len'':t;^ of t'r^e surve;^-.
"e found ?o' of the oeorle lived in Urbana for over seven years v/bic-H
indicated m.ore stabilit:-' to their resnonses.
"e also recognized that only 3;' of the i-^eoal? surveyed lived
over si:: m.iles from do'^'nto^vn Urb,^n.^, •.'bicb vould tend to jn'-iicrte
that do'Titovn Urbana is not dra'.'in.T sho'iaers at " re'~ion.al level.
The average distance '^eo-^le tr.avelled to do^-nto'n ''rbana ves betv.'eeii
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three blocks air:! tvro miles. This ouestion m?.y be bi.qhly biased,
hovfever, due to the hi ph rercenta.rre of students surveyed v;hich tend
to live further p.v.'sy than many users. This could he further under-
stood with a more comnlete computor comnarison.
^Tien asked about where they usually shorned for certain items,
people preferred to fro to Farket Place nail for clotbin", sneci^lty
and anpliance tyne items over dovnto-.n Urbana by a mpr^in of about
3 to 1 (See Survey Ouestion 3). Urbana ranl-ed hii-hest for use of
nublic buildin?^s, restaurants, han!:s and ^-rocery stores.
People were also asked whether they 'generally prefer to shon
at a re.gional or a do^'ntown sho^ning center. Sur'-'risin-'f.ly enough
vre found that 49":'; preferred a dovmtown center and51^'; ^referred a
regional shonpin,t^ center. These oercenta,^':e3 seemed very close to
each other vrhich we v/ould not have expected. The neonle v;ho i^referrer]
the regional centers cited that convenience and selection of stores
were their m.ain reasons for that choice. The doi-ntov.'n users preferred
the close location and the more nersonal service.
To ';^ive some clues on what m.if^ht attract neonie to shop more
freruently in downto'-.m Urbena , we listed a number of ^-'Ossible amen-
ities based on i^revious renorts and as'-ed '^eor^le to ns.r': their in-
dividual res'.Tonse. '-^e found that V^p follcvin'-i- .-menities '.'ould
nossi^ly encoura'';e a. -ercent of those surveyed to f'Ore frecuent use:
1) A lar^'e denp.rtment store (7^'^\)
2) Snecialty shors (snorts, f^ifts, etc.) (77''')
3") Restaurants (more ouantitj.-) (74")
4) rii^ht Activity (howlinr alley, etc.) (57^0
5) Convenient ^ar'-in^ and Transportation (S3'"'')
Handican ac :;essabi 1 i ty vra.s also ran^'ed si;<tl'. '-/i th 37"' sa^^in'-
it would nossibl./ encoura-e use. This f i --^ure ma.j' bec^-in to represent
a ':;reater awareness of handicanned individuals 'oy the '^u'^lic since
none of those surveyed were handica'-ioed
.
One last findin^- throu-'- f-is question '-'as that 13"' of those
surveyed v;ould be discourr.'-'ed to t.ise nowntov/n Mrbana if there •..•ere
more ni~htclub5 introduced. '^his figure stood out above any other
in this cater-ory by 15'"'.
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This rnif^ht be contrasted v/ith the next ouestion asked 'vhic^i
had neoole rank different aspects of do^.-ntovm ''rbana. 'T-.ile safety,
parking and traffic v/ere ,";enerally viev/ed as avera.r;e, ni-^httirie ac-
tivity vras viev;ed as poor by 59?'> of those surveyed. Perhans this
su.Sf^ests the need for more recreational, leisure-tyne activities
for ni.'^httime use. This question also found that althourh neonle
generally v/ere satisfied with the cuality of shons and restaurants
dov-Titov/n they v;ere not satisfied v;ith the amount. (See Survey/
Question 9:f,h).
In an effort to understand if and hov; neoole vere aware of the
city's rlans for revi tal isation of dovrntov.Ti, 'v'e ps':ed them about this
and then explained the basic olan to them. It v.'as fov'nd tb.^t only
40^1 of the i-seoole surveyed vrere a.\'are of the nlms. Here a'-ajn,
though, v;e must be av;are of the student bias ond lach of Lnvolvenent
outside of the c?mnus. \!e did find, hovever, that of those i^ho
'•/•eren't already frequent users of do'^ntovn, most felt these nlans
vrould attract them to use it more.
III. EVALUATIOn OF r.:ETHOD
In reflecting: on the method of this renort, there ?!re both
specific and f^eneral recommendations that corr.e to mind. P.necific- lly
ye founci that ouestion "•l v/as not construe tec! v/ell . '"ec^use of t'-.'i
-'luralit'' of the ouestion \re r/era not able to analyse tho data more
specifically. For example, it is imrossible to ':novf hO'; many stu-
dents live in Urbana v;ith this ouestion. ' 'e also found that certain
items in r-uestion ;;-3 did not anniy to each location and therefore
nii^ht be ta'.-en out of the nossible answers. Foryfexamnle , are there an
insurance agencies in Cam'-'usto' -n?
~uestion "11 v.'as/--ritten to determine if neonle felt an unfair
attention vras ,-iven to students by Urbana businesses, '.'e feel that
it vrasn't understood •.-.•ell and really didn't ans'."ar it's Inten'^'.ed
purpose
.
In -genera]., the method of research coulc' '^rovice a "'.reat deal
of Vc.luahle insiphts and. information if the s-r-.m-ile size v;ere at leas
20^1, it -.'as administerer^ from one locnti.on only and or com^-^ared '•'it.h
others at different locations. This, of course, \oi'lr: pH reruire
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more time cjid fundin,f^ thr>.n v;as avp.il.^ble for this ^rwiect.
IV. COMCLUSIOMS AMD RECOI'IlENDATIOnS
In surnming up our i indinr^rs v;e feel ve nust ^i ms r-eneral -?s
our survey results. Recoqnizin--;- tbo difficulties encountered in the
survey administration and our smr-ll sanoie of r^eo ^\- it is impor-tant
to note that these findin^^rs an^^ conclusions are r.ot cornnrehensiv?
or concrete "'n any vrsy. T^^ey may hest be used •^erhr'^s ps onl^'' o'^in-
ions and yet honefully they nvay orovide son? insL'^'-'ts into o'^-^or-
tunities for further study of this are?.
''ith this in irand v/e ni^-ht conclude thft in -enerc.l, our ^.rr.i^l<*
indicated a willingness ^nd almost a desir° to u.'-;e 1< v.Tito-;n 3hor)i-.in>-
facilities due to the close locality and the pp.v^orym irns:-:e r-nr' •ser-
vice ",iven them. Hov;ever, rresenirly there seems to v-e ;; real l.-^k
of shonoin-- variety to attract them to this are;i. [n the Ion" run
they'd rather drive three miles and have 60 store.-, t _•> shoo rt th,?n
v.'alk si:c bloc'/.s and have a limited selection.
'•"hile most neonle '.'.'ere encourr,'"ed by the city's revitaliri.ation
nlans, only 235n were influenced by better landscaoin; . Vhis mi,'--ht
indicf.te a need for the city to administer a riiore f.-xhaustive study
to :^.eternine more nrecisely what "ould attract t--='op1-. bpc'' to the
;0' nto"''n are?. Then 'lerhaos they rni r,-ht r.-ioriify t' r-lr revi talisatlcn
•-lans to .-^'idress these ne'-; ^lndin;,7S.
V. SiJ??LZ:iEr'TAL F^URVEY
^'urinft otir intervie'/in^^ vrith Kathy Lonnke, '"lie n^.nanar of
Lincoln S.c^uare Mall, v/e discovered that a similar bu""- smaller survey
ii.sd been done ^^reviously in Hay, I'^B"^ by An-'-.el-^, rjmit, e. m.r r'-'.etin'-
student at the University of Illinois. because of +-'~e differences in
content and technique the two sur-veys ^re not .-iir?ctly comnaraV'le,
although such thinr^s as distance traveled and tbt ra-.. io of fen.ales/
males surveyed '.'ere similar. The followin'' is ? bri^f summary of t'r.r-
19P.? surveys that '-/ere taben at both Lincoln S^ufre and Iwa'^ket -Irce,
In this sti,^d"', Lincoln .?auare served a b.i':-er ; ercentr-:;e of
nrofessional clientele. This could be due to the services or the
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tyre of ponui-:^tion in this area.
Market Place nulled in more out-of-tov;ners v;hile Lincoln Scuare
attracted nostl: Urbena residents.
Ilarket Place 're.s rated for its selection of different st&:res
and convenienca v/hile Lincoln Snuare v;as selected for dov.Tito^Ti con-
venience and the attraction to Carson, Pirie, ocott, ,": Co.
'Tnen as!-e i v;here they shopped most, people v/ere biased to v^here
they were surveyed.
The Tiaic'^jty of neople sho:'>'^inT; at these rnall'; had had sone
der^ree of co] ".';~e backfjround v/hile the averarre income level v/?s less
ths-n 10,000 dollars cer year.
People "ended to shon ?bout once a v:eek.
On an av'-j^^a^e, there v;ere about 420 neople surveyed at Har'-et
Place and eco' n.r' 170 at Lincoln Snuare.
''e recommend a further study of this survey and a folio- --u-o.
Lo'?r!-e took j.p. -erest in the survey ^nd would be a •"ood nerson to do
follO'.-.'-up v.'or'c v.'ith at some future date.
Ill-O
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SlIfinARV OF REPIILTf-
niversity of Illinois, Champaign-llrbana
epartment of Landscape Architecture
We are students studying downtown Urbana as part of an academic
ourse. This questionnaire is to give us an idea of what people think
if downtown Urbana. We would appreciate 10-15 minutes of your time to|3nplete this questionnaire and thus help in the process. All answera
ill remain confidential. Thank you.
Do not writ.;
in thj;; .'-.t-.c
yX) you 'in (jrbana?
?i_ll2» < ^ ) live
/6 2? 7. (2) work
g6 </9 y. (3) attend the university
S 1 .^ W) other
About how far do you live from downtown Urbana?
ff__7_7. (1) 2-3 blocks M zsi.l^) 3-5 miles
tr iwA^^ over 3 blocks but a "^"v. ( 5^ 6- 10 miles
le$s than 1 mile \ 1
1
.
JG) 11-20 miles
/a 337 (3) 1-2 miles o ^ (7) over 20 miles
'.'/here do you usually go for.,., (check only one for each)
(
(1) (3) (3) (4)
:arapus downtown downtown Market c
town Urbnna Champaign Place <
(5)
jther
'specify)
"lothing stores?
:
i ) ( " eo^.) [ z ) (^1 62* : 7 )
Gpecialty shops? [ n ) ( 1 /4 7.) t "i ) (f«» 29 55 [ S )
[Appliance stores? [ ^ ') ( 6 117.) { 7 ) (2-b vz-:^ ( 1 )
public buildings? [ 7 ) ( tH v^*^ ( II ) {2. 11) ( 3 )
Movies? t tl ) ( 11 Z57) ( 1 ) (() //^ ( 3 )
Restaurants? [ 'S ) ( ;9 3S7) ( 8 ) (S 9*75 ( 7 )
aanks? [ n ) ( to ^7 7.) ( »l ) (o -) ( II )
rnsurance? { i ) ( 10 /8 7} ( 8 ) (f /?) ( Z3 )
'arks? { H ) ( /& aa«7^ ( 1^ ) (0 -) ( 17 )
Tocery stores? (
.s ) ( 24 V57.) ( 7 ) (2.-^55 ( " )
' 1U2
T
6
T
To
11
TT"

Do
in
not v/ri
this r.]n
%, How often do you go shopping per month? (non-food items)
ir ii v^ (1) 1-2 times
// II % (2} 3-k times
19 3S r. (3) 5-10 times
5 A. DO yo^ generally prefer going to a
2s *f97»(0 Downtown shopping center?
2fe' 'si"7.(2) Regional shopping center?
p. '.'.'hy?
6, What would attract you to shop in downtown Urbana?
(check only one for each)
A, (jonvenient
transportation?
(1)
strongly
encourage
(/a 3^ % )
(2)
possibly
encourage
( tl 2o 7.)
nofe
(21.
(3)
eling
v/ 7.
'
-
discourare
( ' IV.)
Pi parking? {'1 ?6 7.) (/5 27 7.) (23 HI 7/ ( - - )
C, specialty shops? (zo 37 9.) {tl. ^0 7.) (w /fl7.: ( - - )
'fi. Large department
store? (t9 55 7.) ('V 26 7.) (7 /3 V. /7. )
^» Landscaping? (9 /6 7. ) (/? 35 7.) (21 V0 7. ' / ^ )
F. Night activity? (/^ aV7. ) (/fl 33 7.) ( /8 3-if. ( i 5 7.)
G, Restaurants? ( 11 35 7.) (£f 37 7.) (/o /8 7.' /7. )
H, Nightclubs? (8 /5 7. ) (/z. /2 7.) (Zt ^<7 7. ' ( to /5 7.)
I. Handicap
accessibility? (/V 26 7.) (6 " ^7.) (SI ^7 7.; ^ 7.)
ij. professional
services (lawyers) (6 n7,) (8 ;5 7.) (3fc U7.- ( 2 -r%)
Y, other? (specify) (7 /3 7.) (- - ) (23 V5 7/ ( - - )
7, HOW would you rate downtown
(check only one for each)
urbanla on each of the ]following •
(1)
good
(2)
average
J
(3).
poor
A. Safety? ( 2.J )^f^ (15 ^^7.) ( G )// 7.
p. Traffic? ( Zo )57 7. (26 ^7^ ( 7 ) /5 7.
C. Parking? ( n )35 r. (2Z. V0 7) ( 11 )Z6 7.
D, Night time activity .( 1 )/7. (/f Z6/.) ( It ) 59 %
I
t
1 /
i I-
?.?
?,:,
m3

T, Quality of shops?
jp, riumber of shops?
I
!r». Quality of restaurants?
fj, Hunger of restaurants?
J, overall quality?
(1)
^ood
(2)
average
(/8 )3^7, (a» 6Z^.)
(H )7 7. (Zi ^0 7.)
(/8 )i^r. (27 ro^)
(6 )n r. ( iV ^«f 7J
( If )2o 7. (^5 65 7.)
(3)
Door
(5 ) 9 7.
( ts ) V6 -Z.
( /» ) 20 f.
( 19 )i& r.
DO not write
in this spoc
6, Are you aware of the current downtovm ijrbana revitalization
plans?
21 ^0 7. (1) yes
3» (^0 .^ (2) no
iurbana is now completing the first of five phases of it*s
vitalization plan which began in May, 1983. This involves the
development of uniform street lighting, park benches, bicycle parking,
landscaping and sidewalk beautification. Other parts of the plan
include building renovation, ancf further comraerfial development along
iand to the north of Main street.
110, DO you think these plans will influence your use of downtown
nrbana? 29 58 7. (0 yes 2 > HZl (2) no
If yes, how? 2a ^97. (1) use it more
I } 7. (2) use it less
11, Who do you feel is best served by downtown Urbana?
2 $7, (1) students
rrt (2) staff
*ff, 85 7. (3) residents
f / 7. (k) other
row long have you lived in/around Urbana?
fl j6V. 0) less than 1 year H 7 ^. (/+) 7-10 years
It, t) 7. (2) 1-2 years (, ,z 7. (5) 11-20 years
a /»=,T. (3) 3-6 years /o /9 7. (6) over 20 years
12.
;i5. In what age bracket do you fall?
l \ ton. ( 1 ) under 20
t8 ^^7. (2) 20-30
/3 ss7.(3) 31-50
3 5 7. CO 51-65
*r 7 7. (5) over 65
1U. ro you have any children? l(> 2? 7. (O yes 39 72 7. (2) no
15. sex /l_ii^ (1) "i=»le 3 5 65 7 ^2) female
""liank you
Tot office use:
I H 7. T - ?J_2L^ ^ :? • .'^ .^ ^._ (-f
.

^L- I kj'Co)>J ^^Lare^
S-ex
Rg€
Male
Female
Under Z3
22 '
30 -
40 -
50 -
Over
29
39
49
59
60
Marital Status
Single, never maried
Marr i ed
D i vorced , w i dowed , serp<
If married
No Ch i 1 dren
Ch i 1 dren under 6
flge 6 to high school
No ch i 1 dren at home
Years o f Educat i on
Less than high school
High school gT~aduate
Some Co 1 1 ege
College Graduate
Post graduate degree
Occupat i on
E>:ecut i ve/Pro fess i ona
Manager/Superv i sor
Rdm i n i strat i ve/C 1 er i c<
Techn i ca 1 /Sa 1 es
Ski 1 led worker
Laborer
Educator
Distance Travelled
Urbana Resident
Ulithin Champa ign-Urbai
Champaign County, non (
Outside Char
12
177
21
73 5%
Income
Less
179
14. 5%
38. 0JS
19. 2%
14. 3%
5. ey*
8. A%
178
34.
53.
10.
122
36.
19,
26,
17.
174
7,
19,
28,
29,
15.
137
21.
9.
13.
20.
15.
8.
1 1 .
176
44.
24.
12.
18.
9%
1%
9'4
VA
2%
2%
5%
5%
2%
2%
5%
2%
5%
1%
4V,
2%
Q%
1%
than 10,000
10,001 -
15,001 -
20,001 -
25,001 -
35,001 -
More than
1 5 , 000
20,000
2 5 , 000
35,000
50,000
50,000
67
35.
13.
6.
7.
12.
16.
7.
9%
8%
8%
0%
2%
Shopping Frequency
Orice a week or more
Uleekly to bi monthly
Bimonthly to monthly
Less than once a montl
Reason for shopping here
Selection of stores
Convenience
One particular store
One particular item
Other
175
50.2%
25. V/o
13.1%
1 I . 4%
159
16.
37.
20.
6.
19.
4%
7%
4%
4%
7%
2%
9%
Ulhere do you shop most o 1 47
Country Fair 3
Docuntown Champaign 3.
Johnstoiune Center 2 ,
Lincoln Square 42
Market Place 42,
Round Barn Center 0. 7%
Sunnycrest 4.8%
Houj much do act i v i t i es i \
shopping center influenc*
shopping habbits? 168
Does not at a 1 1
.
3 8,
Sometimes 47,
Often 6,
Definitely influences 7,
7?-^
5%
7%
3%^
4%
5%
8% Start
End
50
229
L~S
lU^

nia^-ki^-/- p/c^^
Sex
flge
Male
Female
Under 20
20 -
30 -
40 -
50 -
Over
29
39
49
59
60
Marital Status
Single, never maried
Marr i ed
D i vorced , w i dowed , serp<
If married
No Ch i
I
dren
Children under 6
Rge 6 to high school
No ch i
1
dr^n at home
Years o f Educat i on
Less than high school
High school graduate
Some Co 1 1 ege
College Graduate
Post graduate degree
Occupat ion
Execut i ve/Pro fess i ona
Manager/Superv i sor
Rdministrat i ve/Cler ic<
Te<chn i ca 1 /Sa 1 es
Sk i 1 1 ed worker
Laborer
Educator
Distance Travelled
Urbana Resident
Uithin Champa ign-Urbai
Champaign County, non (
Outside Char
12
443
28,
71,
441
23,
46.
13.
3.
4.
2.
441
49.
40.
10.
247
36.
25.
23.
14.
441
9.
23.
39.
20.
8.
347
14.
16.
16.
17.
14.
1 I.
9.
440
19.
36.
20.
22.
7%
2%
Q'4
5%
6H
ay*
5%
3%
ly*
9%
0%
9%
1%
S%
sy.
4?^
0%
2%
1%
\%
\%
9%
1%
2%
Income
Less
10,001
1 5 , 00
1
20,001
25,001
35,001
than 10,000
1 5 , 000
20,000
25,000
3 5,000
50,0005,i:JJai - t>0,00
More than 50,000
Shopping Frequency
Once a week or more
Weekly to bi monthly
Bimonthly to monthly
Less than once a montl
Reason for shopping here
Selection of stores
Convenience
One part i cu 1 ar stor
e
One particular item
Other
Where do you shop most o
Country Fair
Downtouin Champaign
Johnstowne Center
Lincoln Square
Market Place
Round Barn Center
Sunnycrest
How much do act i v i t i es i i
shopping center influenc*
shopping habbits?
Does not at all
Somet i mes
Often
Definitely influences
420
44. 3J-J
17. 6%
9. 8'o
9. zy.
10. 0%
4. 8%
4. TV
441
30.4%
2 7.7%
22.9%
19.0%
389
40. 1%
30.3%
8.5%
1 .ly,
12.9%
405
3,
2,
3,
3,
85,
0,
8%'"
8%
7%
7%
^Z
2%
2%
7%
7%
2%^
Start
End
229
672
1
.
c *^
430
48. D ^o
39.
8. 8%
3. 0%
i
'-
1=
l)l

I. SUMMARY - COMPARISON OF RESEARCH METHODS

SUMMARY
COMPARISON OF RESEARCH METHODS
The purpose of our project is to address perceptions of and
behavior in downtown Urbana. To do this a variety of research methods
were employed to measure those perceptions. Each method was used to
look at downtown Urbana from a different perspective. By using a
variety of research methods the data base of the study is wider as
well as giving more students the opportunity to actually conduct
research.
Because of the nature of this study, some caution must be taken
in applying the results to the analysis of downtown Urbana and it's
revitalization program. It must be remembered that the research was
begun and conducted over a two week period. Because of this short
period of time many of tlie research methods had to be cut short and
could not be conducted in the depth that is needed. Also those admin-
istering the various research method were not professionals and lacked
specific training in developing and administering research techniques.
Basic problems also exist in the researches rclialjility and validity,
because of the lack of random selection and assignment.
Even with these points the study has some strong features that
must also be considered. The research broke the ground towards the
development of a series of instrumonts that could prove very useful
to tlie City of Urbana. Most studies need a pre-test to determine if
there are any problems with the study. With this in mind the infor-
mation gathered by the IiA370 study should be used as the pre-tests
needed to develop a series of research metliods to evaluate the revital-
ization of downtown Urbana.
The first four project tasks involved research that developed an
information base. With this information the remaining tasks could
begin their formulation into specific research instruments. The
documentation compiled in the first four tasks is critical in develop-
ing an understanding of the subject being studied. In looking at each
task, its role in the maturation of the study as a whole can be seen.
The tasks in developing the information base provided insights into
current and past successes in revitalization projects, downtown Urbana
and how its revitalization is being approached, the competition to
downtown Urbana is identified and a physical documentation of downtown
Urbana through color slides. It is highly recommended that this in-
formation be studied carefully to help acquaint the reader with the
background of the project.
The remaining research methods actually dealt with people and
were intended to measure in different ways the perceptions of and
behaviors in downtown Urbana. The following are the methods used:

Participant Observation; Ethnography; Behavior Obsorvat ions ; Coynttive
Maps; Interviews with key representative from the City of Urbana;
Interviews with potential downtown business owners; Interviews with
current downtown business owners; and Interviews with potential down-
town users. Each of those methods will be discussed briefly along
with some of the major findings. After the methods have been discussed
recommendations on which of the techniques could be used as an expanded
and more indepth study.
PARTICIPANT OBSERVATION
Participant observation is a very basic and sometimes ovcrlookfd
method of gathering behavioral research. It is simply becoming part
of the environment and observing what happens around you as unobtru-
sively as possible.
The purpose of the participant observation is to observe the
behavior of individuals and groups (users) in Llio Jowntown Urljana
area. Observations made included: watching people (users) use the
downtown environment; what do people do downtown; how the physical
environment supports or interferes with behaviors taking place in
downtown Urbana; and special areas of downtown Urbana and how they
affect the user. The observations were made at eight different sites
in the downtown area including Lincoln Square.
Many of the conclusions made by the observer had to do more with
how the environment looked than actual user behavior. The conclusions
included: majority of the users go to Lincoln Square; downtown not
dynamic; little to draw users; problem in the variety of businesses;
definite signs of age and deterioration; projects a negative image;
many areas void of seating, vegetation and personalization; and there
is a need for a unifying element.
Method Evaluation
Participant observation looks at how the environment supports or
interferes with the behavior of the users. This method would probably
be more effective if there was more than one observer and some common
interpretation of behaviors could be reached.
ETHNOGRAPHY
Ethnography is basically the method of using an informant to
give a detailed description of a particular issue over a period of
time. The informant for this research method was Pete Lessarius,
the manager of the Elite Diner, a popular eatery in Urbana, The
actual interviews were done at the diner while Pete was on duty, re-
corded in a note form and transcribed later. Three actual interviews
were conducted, all within a week. In the interviews Mr. Lessarius
made the following observations: specialty shops should be encouraged;
he is in favor of what the Downtown Development Council is doing; the

banks in the area should provide low interest loans to help cncouraje
qrowth; he was against the city qovernment getting involved; he LUjpport
the street-scape projects; and felt tlie number of eateries was enough.
Conclusions
1) Lincoln Square is the image and anchor of the downtown.
2) Market Place is the real competition.
3) Street-scape is going to help improve the downtown,
4) Free enterprise makes it all work.
Method Evaluation
On the pro side, it is very simple and uncomplicated once the
interviews have begun, and it can be a very positive experience for
both people involved in the interview. On the con side, it can ]>c
difficult to develop the right type of relat ionpii ip and level of tr.:;-t
to insure sincere cooperation. Probably the biggest problem with th is
method in relation to tlie study is it needed r.ioro time. Three intrr-
views in such a short time are not enough; additional interviews over
a longer period of time are needed.
BEiiAVIOR OBSERVATIONS
Behavior observationis similar to participant observation in that
with both methods the researcher stations himself or herself at a
particular point and observe people. With beliavior observation the
intent is to actually count the people in the environment and record
their demographics instead of just lianging around watching.
The researchers chose key observation points and established
specific times and days to be at tliose points. The recording proce-
dures were mapping and a checklist, Tlie cliecklist allowed for the
recording of: time, sex, age, race, and comments. A total observa-
tion time of 12 hours over two days found a user population of 1299
people in the observation area. With tlie amount of information re-
corded on the checklist a variety of statistics can be pulled out.
Such things as peak time, user by age break downs, racial composition
of the users and single user vs. groups of users.
Method Evaluation
Behavior observations as used in this study are good for getting
specific numbers and mapping out user routes through the downtown
area. It provides an opportunity to break down the user population
into specific groups and identify target groups for promotional
campaigns. However during peak times observers have difficulties in
keeping up with the pedestrian traffic and end up turning the users
into numbers. It is difficult to avoid this when using manual methods.

CCX^NITIVE yj\PS
Cognitive maps are a unique opportunity for a researclier to look
at what elements an individual identifies v.iith a particular area,
such as downtown Urbana. By using this research method an av;areness
of what the individual users perceives as key features can be analyzed.
The cognitive maps participants included 20 randomly selected
Champaign/Urbana residents and 20 senior or graduate architecture and
landscape architecture students. Each was given a blank piece of
paper and instructed to draw a map of downtown Urbana, numbering each
feature in order of when it was placed on the map. After the maps
were completed they were analyzed in four different ways. The four
ways were: how they fit into Kevin Lynch ' s 5 components of the city;
map detail; order and content; and downtown limits. Each of the
methods of analysis gave a little different insight into how the
participant viewed downtown Urbana.
Com-'lu sion
Some basic conclusions can be made from the information that
appeared on the maps. One, no specific element in tlie actual down-
town area stood out. Two, the perception of what was actually down-
town Urbana varied over a wide range of dimensions. And three, the
participants could not identify by name businesses along Main Street
in a row.
Metliod Evaluation
Cognitive maps provide an opportunity to find out wliat is really
memorable.
INTERVIEVi/S
To provide a good cross section of opinions about and impressions
of downtown Urbana different groups were interviewed. The first group
was key representatives from the City of Urbana who were to provide
insight into how those who were actually involved in the revitalizat ion
process perceived the downtown area and the goal and objectives they
had established. The second group was potential downtown business
owners (currently not in the downtown) who were contacted to see what
features or elements they look for when considering a move into a
downtown being revitalized. The third group was current downtown
business owners who were scon as being very vital in accessing whether
or not the revitalization process is working and how their businesses
are being affected by what has happened. The fourth group, the poten-
tial downtown users (currently not going to downtown Urbana) were
interviewed to determine what would influence them to shop in downtown
Urbana. The following is a suiamary of the inform± ion gathered.

Intervicws With Key Reorosentat Ivge From t he Ci ty of Urbana
The method used was a telephone interview with six ooen ended
questions. The key representatives interviewed included: Jeff Marklanc
the Mayor of Urbana; Jim Wither, Vice President of the Urbana Chamber
of Commerce; Bill Knudener, Urbana City Arborrst; Bruce Walden, member
of the Community Development Administration? and Joyce Linn, a member
of the Redevelopment Commission.
The six questions used were as follows:
1) From three points of view what is your opinion of the present
state of downtown Urbana?
a. physically
b. socially
c. economically
2) Who do you think uses the downtown?
3) What impact do you anticipate the rcvitalizat ion projects
will have?
4) V-Zhat kinds of potential users would you want to ace downtown?
5) What specific businesses would you like to "open shop" here?
6) \^^^at are your future projections for Urbana?
The responirOs provide insujht into liow tlieso individuals itivolvcd
in the actual decision making processes view the work they are doing.
It must be remembered that a degree of bias enters in just because of
the close relationship between these people and tJie project itself.
In summarizing the answer given, Mie followuiij conclusions could l->o
made.
1) Compared with the condition the downtown was in, it is
stronger and more appealing today.
2) Government and office workers, students and residents of
Urbana are the principle users of the downtown.
3) Revitalization will provide a sense of community and
improve the image of the area.
4) Soecialty shops, a large department store and appealing
eating establishments were seen as important new businesses.
5) Looking to the future sees the construction being finished
in 5 years and the securing of loans to help individual
businesses get established.
Interviews With Potetitial Downtown Business Owners (currently not in
downtown)
The method used involved three approaches:
1) Telephone interviews with national and local managers and
owners.
v
2) An indepth interview with Peter V. Schaeffer, a professor in
the Urban and Regional Planning Department at the University
of Illinois.
3) A list of existing mall oriented shops and possible contacts
on a national level were developed.

The data collected from each of the interviews was compared
together to determine general and specific comments that seem to arise.
The results can be classified into two basic conclusions:
1) All the interviewers were in concurrence as to what buildings
would be expected to do well in a downtown environment.
2) Revitalizat ion projects all face similar problems that must
be overcome, including: depressed nature of older downtowns,
lack of continuity, need to encourage better traffic volumes,
importance of attracting students, and problems with prohibi-
tive rents.
Professor Schaeffer was asked a specific question that related
to the questions asked the potential businesses. Why locate in a mall
rather than a downtown? His responses indicated some of the reasons
malls are seen by businesses as superior environments over the downtovHs.
I nterviews with Current Downto•^ ^Bii s i ne_s s__Owne r s__
The method used involved 30 interviews with business owaers
covering a wide range of busir.esses from three sample areas. The
sample areas were: Main Street, Lincoln Square, and the remainder of
the tax increment district. The five open ended questions were:
1) a) General impressions of downtown.
b) Compare it with years past.
c) General assessment of city's planning policies.
2) On revitalization:
a) Changes most successful.
b) Wnich changes sould not be implemented,
c) How will present plans effect your business?
d) How is your business doing now?
3) What should Urbana do to attract more people?
4) What businesses should be limited or excluded?
5) a) Do you own any other businesses?
b) If you could own another business in Urbana what would
it be?
The responses to these questions provided a series of lists
identifying specific issues and ideas the oxvners felt were very criti-
cal. Also the answers varied over a range of responses based primarily
ion whether or not the owner was involved in the revitalization process.
Interviews with Potential Downtown Users
,
The research method used in this series of interviews was a short
questionnaire that probed the following issues: how the, people viewed
jthe downtown; where they presently shopped* and what future develop-
'ment would encourage them to shop in the downtown area. The resoarch-
iiers had some difficulty in actually conducting the survey. First

they intended to conduct outside Market Place Mall, but were unable
to because the Mall policy forbid it. The second attempt was to con-
duct the interviews over the phone but were advised that they did
not have enough time to do it that way. The third attempt was con-
founded by bad weather when they went to Campus Town to administer the
survey The fourth attempt turned out to be their lucky one because
they were able to administer their survey half outside Lincoln Square
and the other half was administered to U of I dorm residents and
faculty
The responses of those surveyed provided an opportunity to
identify who would use the downtown area and what they feel would
attract them to Urbana to shop. One of the issues that seemed to
stand out among the comments was that most people were willing to
travel three miles and have 60 stores to choose from instead of
walking three blocks with only a limited selection.
CONCLUSION
The interviews provided an opportunity to get actual opinions
of people involved in or affected by the revitalizat ion processes
The open ended questions encouraged a wide variety of positive respon-
ses as well as criticisms. However it was also observed that open
ended questions ended up being difficult to correlate the answers as
to importance. Limiting the questions to a total of 5 or 6 helped
to insure more participation because the researchers did not take up
alot of the interviewees time.
Even though the interviews provided interesting information all
the researchers agreed that they needed more time to conduct the
interviews. Another issue that was expressed by the researchers was
lack of time to develop and test the questions that were to be used.
The types of questions that were used turned out to be difficult to
evaluate, becuase their open endedness made it difficult to gauge
the value of the answers
.
Each of the different research methods used provided information
that is valuable to the overall study of downtown Urbana. The various
methods focus on different perspectives from which to measure the
actual perceptions of anid behavior in the downtown. Each had its
oositive and negative points. As was mentioned before this environ-
mental/behavior study has provided a basis from which other more
indeoth research can be done. The suggestion would be that the City
of Urbana Development and Redevelopment Commission take this study,
read through the various research methods and decide which ones best
suit their purposes and expand on the information presented.
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